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ABSTRACT
A technique based on the Pad6 approximations is applied
to the solution of the point kinetics equations. The method
consists of treating explicitly the roots of the inhour for-
mula which would make the Pade approximations inaccurate.
Also, an analytic method is developed which permits a fast
inversion of polynomials of the point kinetics matrix and
has direct applicability to the Pads approximations.
Results are presented for several cases using various
options of the method. It is concluded that the technique
provides a fast and accurate computational method for the
point kinetics equations.
Also, an implicit solution method for the time-depen-
dent multigroup diffusion equations known as the "theta meth-
od" is studied. Both the usual method and a variation of it,
derived from the precursor integrated equations, are consid-
ered. Several properties of both versions of the theta meth-
od are demonstrated.
An attempt is made to find better integration parameters
(thetas) for the method, based on corresponding point kinet-
ics calculations. Calculations are done for several test
cases, leading to the conclusion that the improvements ob-
tained are of limited value.
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INTRODUCTION
In a nuclear reactor, several kinds of time dependent
calculations must be done to assure an economical design and
a safe operation. These calculations span time scales sev-
eral orders of magnitude apart and can be grouped in some
general categories.
First, there are calculations with a time scale of
weeks or months. These include fuel depletion, buildup of
long lived fission products, breeding of new fissile material
and poison management, if any. Second, there are calcula-
tions with a time scale of hours, namely, overall xenon con-
centration changes and xenon spatial oscillations. Finally,
a third class of calculations is concerned with short-term
transients, with time scales of minutes to fractions of a
second. The latter involves variations in power, tempera-
ture, pressure, and coolant flow and some of their conse-
quences, like fuel expansion, moderator and coolant con-
centration changes, coolant voiding, Doppler effects, and
control rod motion. Of course, some of the aforementioned
problems are important or existent for only certain types of
reactors. This thesis is concerned with the solution of
problems in the third class.
To treat the short-term transients, the simplest ap-
proach is provided by the point kinetics model, described by
the point kinetics equations, in which only the time depen-
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dence of the total neutron population (or some related quan-
tity) is followed. This model is useful to describe the
effects of perturbations which involve small changes in the
flux shape and is also widely used for stability analysis in
reactor control theory. In addition, the point kinetics
equations are part of the solution of some space-dependent
models, and will in fact be also used in this thesis in such
a role.
It is therefore of some interest to have an efficient
computational method for the solution of the point kinetics
equations. In Chap. 2 we develop a new numerical method for
the solution of these equation which is fast and accurate,
when compared to some previous methods, particularly for
perturbations resulting from a fixed insertion of react-
ivity.
The point kinetics model is inadequate, however, for
certain types of short-term transient analyses especially in
large loosely-coupled cores. These involve mainly cases in
which spatial changes in the flux shape are considerable so
that the underlying assumption of the point kinetics model
(that only the amplitude and not the shape of the flux
changes during a transient) is made invalid. For this rea-
son, the more accurate space-dependent kinetics models are
being used increasingly. So far, spatial kinetics has been
based almost entirely on the multigroup diffusion model, be-
cause of its relative computational simplicity.
In Chapter 3 we study a time integration technique for
11
the time dependent multigroup diffusion equations based on
the approach used in the "theta method". (1,2) This is an
implicit method which permits comparatively large time steps
to be taken, although at the cost of requiring a consider-
able amount of computation time per step, because of its im-
plicit nature. In this work we attempt to use the point ki-
netics equations in order to find better integration para-
meters (thetas) for the space-time equations. The ultimate
goal is to improve the accuracy of a given space-time calcu-
lation or to increase the time step size demanded for a
given accuracy. A variation of the theta method, which uses
the precursor integrated equations, is also considered in
Chap. 3. Several properties of the two versions are demon-
strated in that chapter.
In both the point and space-dependent kinetics equa-
tions to be considered, the time dependent behavior of the
reactor parameters is assumed given, whether such behavior
is externally induced or is due to feedback effects. The
latter are supposed to have been calculated by some ap-
proximate method not explicitly discussed in this work.
In Chapter 4, results are presented for some point ki-
netics problems, using the method of Chap. 2, as well as
for some space-dependent problems, using the techniques
considered in Chap. 3.
Finally, Chap. 5 presents the conclusions reached in
this work and offers some recommendations for further re-
search. The technique of Chap. 2 is found to be, in fact, a
12
fast and accurate computational method for point kinetics.
Also, it is concluded that only limited improvements are ob-
tained by the use of point kinetics as a means to find bet-
ter time integration parameters for the space-dependent ki-
netics equations.
13
Chapter 2
SOLUTION OF THE POINT KINETICS EQUATIONS
2.1 The Point Kinetics Equations
For various reasons, the point kinetics equations are
still an important set of equations in this era of space-
dependent kinetics. First, they can be derived formally
from a transport theory formulation(3) and will lead to
quite accurate results if a good approximation for the flux
shape is available. Thus they are useful for describing the
effects of small perturbations or in rough preliminary reac-
tor calculations, particularly for tightly coupled cores.
Secondly, they are widely applied in the control theory as-
pects of reactor analysis, where it is difficult to perform
a study using a full space-time description of the neutron-
ics.(4,5) In addition, some of the more elaborate space-
time methods rely on the solution of the point kinetics
equations, namely the family of quasi-static methods(6) and
some synthesis schemes. In some of these methods a gen-
eralized point kinetics formulation results in which the el-
ements of the ordinary point kinetics equations are replaced
by matrices having a similar, but more generalized, physical
meaning. (7,8)
We feel therefore justified in developing an efficient
solution method for the point kinetics equations, even rec-
ognizing that they do not offer an insurmountable barrier
for present-day computers, whatever the solution technique
14
adopted.
The preferred form of the point kinetics equations is
written in terms of the neutron generation time.(9) They
are:
dn p-0
n + Xc + f
dc. S.
= n - X c (i=l,2,...,I)
where n and the c . are weighted integrals of the neutron and
ith precursor concentrations; f is a source term; p is the
reactivity; 6. is the effective delayed neutron fraction for
group i; A . is the decay constant for precursor i; A is the
neutron generation time; and I is the total number of delay-
ed neutron groups. The quantities n, c., f and p are, in
general, functions of the time t and $i, A and A are as-
sumed constant. In addition, p may be a function of n in
feedback problems.
The above equations can be written in matrix form as
dT
- = A T + f, (1)
where T = col[n c1 c2 ... c11, f= col[f 0 0 ... 0], and
a IAX 2  X I1
'l 0 ... 0
A= P2 2 '' 0
pI 0 0 ... -A
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with a = (p-O)/A, (S=ZS ) and y = S /A. A is usually called
the point kinetics matrix.
When p and f vary with time, Eq. (1) is usually solved
in a series of time steps, the assumption being made that p
and f are constant and equal to their average values during
the time step under consideration. Later we shall analyze
the implications of this assumption.
For constant A the formal solution of Eq. (1) is given
by
-1 = e hA TP + A 1 [e _I] f, (2)
where h = t -t0 and 'p T are the values of the vector T at
the beginning and end of the time step, respectively. Note
that the matrix function multiplying f is always well defin-
ed, even if A is singular.
Because this system of equation is a relatively simple
one, its solution can be done in practice by "brute-force"
methods, that is, calculating all the eigenvalues of the
matrix A and performing straightforward computations. How-
ever, this is an expensive scheme, when the reactivity var-
ies with time, since the calculation of the eigenvalues
amounts to solving and (I+1)th order algebraic equation (the
inhour formula) for all its roots at every time step.
Thus a wealth of methods have been devised to solve Eq.
(1) in a more economical way. Among them we have: i) meth-
ods based essentially on Taylor series expansions; (10,11)
ii) methods based on convolution integrals using numerical
16
integration; (12,13) iii) methods based on integral equation
formulations and approximation of the integrand; (14-17) iv)
methods based on some approximation of matrix exponentials;
(18,19) v) methods based on extrapolation of low order
approximations; (20) vi) methods using spline functions. (17)
Of course there are many other methods and we do not intend
the above list to be exhaustive.
In what follows, we propose to apply yet another method
which is expected to be very fast and accurate and which has
the ability to reproduce all the features of transients, in-
cluding the prompt jump, which is not very well represented
in some of the other methods.
Our method is based on an approximate expression for
e hA, which was suggested by an earlier scheme called the
"purification method". (21) Also important in the present
work is a procedure to invert polynomials of the point kin-
etics matrix A, which might be considered a good method of
solution for Eq. (1) in its own right, as we shall see
later.
2.2 An Approximation for exp(hA)
As seen in the last section there is a need for a sim-
ple and accurate computational method to evaluate exp(hA).
In this section we derive a method which we believe to pos-
sess these characteristics. The essential idea will be to
replace exp(hA) by an approximation f(hA) plus a correction
term to account properly for those eigenvalues of A for
17
which the approximation is inaccurate.
Let the matrix A have eigenvalues w and eigenvectors
ug. Also let AT have eigenvectors v , corresponding to
eigenvalues w. which are the same as those of A. The eigen-
values w. are the roots of the inhour formula
I f3
p = wA + 1 (3)
i=1 i
and can be ordered as
We now state the following
T TTHEOREM: If Au wu. and A Y.= wiv. with uiv. = 1, that
is, normalized to unity, the following expression holds for
any f (A) for which f (w ) is bounded for all i:
A ~ I W.T
eA = f(A) + I[e e-f(w )Ju v . (5)
i=O
A "kProof: Since e u = e for all u we have only to show
that this same relationship holds for the right hand side of
Eq. (5), since two matrices with the same eigenvalues and
eigenvectors are identical.
Thus we write
A I i T
e ak = f(A)u + (e -f(W )]iuv u
i=O 1 0--
T TBut viPk 6ik, since the eigenvalues of A and A form
a biorthonormal set when properly normalized. (22) As a re-
18
sult,
A I
euk = f(Wk)k + 0 [e -f (w )]u 6ik
kk ek
= f(ok uk + [e -f(ok)]g= e u_
To suit our particular needs we introduce the factor h.
Equation (5) then becomes
Q.E.D.
hAI
e = f (hA) +
i=O
[e -f(hw ) ]u V
with u. and v unchanged, since (hA)u = (hw )u. and analo-
gously for v .
Equation (6) is so far a mere mathematical manipulation.
It has, however, a form which will permit us to approximate
hA.
e in an economical fashion. We only have to note that, if
hw.
f(hw ) is a good approximation for e , we are justified in
dropping the ith term from the summation. It will have a
very small coefficient, namely
[e hw-f (h) << 1,
hw.
since e ~ f(hw.).
Thus, to a high degree of accuracy, we have
(7)
hA ,
e ~ g(hA) f(hA) + I'
k
hwk T(e f(hok k k '
where the sum E' is over only those k for which Eq. (7) does
not hold.
Another way to see the small size of the errors invol-
(6)
(8)
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ved is to calculate the Euclidean norm of the difference be-
tween the exact exponential and the approximation g(hA).
From Eqs. (6) and (8), we have
hoi
|| e -g (hA)II = II [e 1-f (ho) ]gv T ,
where E" runs over all i for which Eq. (7) holds, that is,
those excluded from the summation E' in Eq. (8). Using the
properties of norms (23) we have:
||e hA_ "Ie h -f(hw ) I -|1|u l -|1v ||
Since uyj = 1, ||u.||-|v I > 1 but is expected not to be
very large. From Eq. (7) we can then conclude that the norm
in question is indeed small and that, accordingly, g(hA) is
a good approximation for the exponential.
In order to implement the approximation (8) we need an
expression for the eigenvectors L and Vk of the matrix A
and its transpose. These are easily calculated from their
defining equations. They are:
P1 P2  VI
uk=col [1 T...X+W+
X 1 2Vk = vkcl + Xl 2+ I+ I
1 k 2 k I k
where vk is a normalization factor given by
V = 1+ P 1 i < 1.
k1 (+W k)
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The present method is thus seen to require calculation
of only those ok which are included in Z' of Eq. (8). In
practice, only w0 and w are ever computed. Appendix A
describes a procedure to find w0 and w from the inhour for-
mula, Eq. (3), using the Newton-Raphson method.
2.3 The Padd Approximations and Related Inversions
In order to use the method derived in the previous sec-
tion, we need to find an approximation f(x) for ex such
that Eq. (7) holds for most eigenvalues w, so that only one,
or at most two terms have to be included in ' of Eq. (8).
Another requirement for f(x) is that the computation of
f(hA) can be done without too much effort.
A particular class of approximations that fulfills
these conditions are the Padd rational approximations.
These approximations are known to be consistent and uncondi-
tionally stable when the numerator is a polynomial of the
same degree as the denominator or smaller. (24) For any of
these approximations for which the degree of the polynomial
of the denominator is larger than unity we will have a full
square matrix of order (I+1) to invert, which is a task one
normally tries to avoid, particularly for the case of vary-
ing reactivity when such inversion needs to be done at every
time step.
We have, however, developed a method in which, by going
temporarily to the complex plane, we obtain simple analytic
expressions for such inverses. As a result, essentially the
21
same number ofarithmetic operations suffice to evaluate the
product of the inverse of a polynomial of the matrix A and a
vector as are required to compute the product of the polyno-
mial itself and a vector. This fact makes the computational
effort involved in using implicit methods of any order equal
to that used for explicit methods of the same order (Taylor
series expansions). However, instabilities associated with
the latter are avoided.
The method is based on an expression for the inverse of
[I-EA] where e is any scalar such that [I-EA] is non-singu-
lar. This expression is
-l T
[I-EAl = ya b + D, (9)
where E + 1+EX
i=1i
a = col[l 1E E412  '' 1 ]l+sX1 l+sA2 ... l+CXI
1.i A2 I
b= col[1 +X 1  +X2  '' 1+I-]
b = ollX21 1 *w 1
D = diag[Q l 1 1 1 *
The validity of Eq. (9) can be verified directly by multi-
plication by (I-sA].
Notice that only y, a scalar, depends on the react-
ivity. Also it is worth noting the computational advantages
of multiplying an N-dyad by a vector, as compared to a
22
general NxN matrix. The former involves only 3N arithmetic
operations as compared to 2N in the latter. We further ob-
serve that, for this particular matrix A, essentially the
same number of operations are required to effect the product
of either [I-EAl-l or [I+EA] and -some vector.
The expression (9) is of no great advantage by itself
since we can always solve directly the system of equations
implied by the inverse shown, spending essentially the same
computational effort, in this case. The utility of the an-
alytical inversion is evident, however, when one tries to
invert a general polynomial of the matrix A which can be
expressed as a product of factors having the form [I-EA].
To see this utility in more detail, consider the matrix poly-
nomial
N
PN(A) = E c An
n=O
with {cn } being real numbers and c0=l.
We factor P N(A) as
N
PN(A) = H [I-e A],
n=l n
where {E n} are, in general, complex numbers. Then,
-1 N[PN (A)] =H [I-E nA]
n=l
Of course, the {en I will either be real numbers or form
complex conjugate pairs. For en real we use Eq. (9) to do
the inversion or directly solve the pertinent system of
equations. For a complex conjugate pair we consider the
23
pair of factors
[I-EA -1 [I-EA]A- =I - 2Re(s)A + 11 2 A ,
which is a real matrix and thus has a real inverse. By
using Eq. (9) with complex e for both factors and combining
the complex elements of the resulting expression we will get
a sum of two real dyads and one real diagonal matrix as the
desired inverse. Almost all of the elements involved can be
precomputed since only the reactivity changes with time and
it appears in a simple fashion in the coefficients of the
dyads as we shall see later in a specific example.
For the Padd approximations Eq. (7) will be satisfied,
in general, whenever |hwiJ << 1 and therefore we can use
this as a preliminary criterion to decide which terms should
be included in Eq. (8). From Eq. (4) we see that, with the
exception of wI and, possibly, w0 , all the eigenvalues of
the matrix A have magnitudes smaller than X 0 Therefore,
the condition hXI << 1 assures that Eq. (7) will be satis-
fied for most eigenvalues w . For practical values of X,
this allows that relatively large values of h be taken
with good accuracy.
As an example, we consider two of the Padd approxima-
tions, namely the Crank-Nicholson and the second order im-
plicit approximations.
2.3.1 The Pad6 (1,1) Approximation
This approximation, commonly known as the Crank-Nichol-
24
son approximation, is given by
[1 -1 1
f1 (hA) = [I-$hA]~ I+}hA]
and involves no particular difficulty, except that one must
always choose h so that hw / 2 to keep f(hw ) bounded.
Since only the eigenvalue w 0 of A can be positive we simply
must have hw0 $ 2. For small h, the error of this aproxima-
tion is given by
hA 1 33 4
e f (hA) =1-h A + 0(h).
Since all eigenvalues of A have small magnitudes except
possibly w0 and w6 these are the only ones we will ever need
to calculate explicitly for use in Eq. (8), if we do not
hw.
want to take h very small. Also, we have that le 1-f1 (hw )
< 0.035 or 0.14 for negative hw. down to -l or -2, respec-
tively. These figures are low enough to require the inclu-
sion of the w term in Eq. (8) only when hw < -l or, in
many cases, when hwI < -2. Such conditions are clearly much
less stringent than the general condition 1hwI << 1.
The above considerations, coupled with the fact that
for most practical cases only one of w0 and w is of large
magnitude, indicate that, in many problems, satisfactory
results will be obtained by treating explicitly only one
term in Eq. (8).
2.3.2 The Padd (2,0) Approximation
This approximation, which we call the second order
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implicit approximation, is given by
f 2(hA) = [I-hA+221
and f 2(hw) 0 for any real value of hw. For small h the
error of this approximation is given by
ehA _ f2 (hA) = =h3A3 + 0(h4 ).
We will show here an explicit application of the method
which we developed, to find the inverse in f2 (hA). We factor
f2(hA) as
f 2 (hA) = [I-EA] [I-EA]
where E = h(1+i)/2 with i = /T.
Using Eq. (9) for these values of e and carrying out
some involved but straightforward algebra we eliminate all
imaginary numbers in the final expression which is given by
f2 (hA) = y1 ( b 2 b + y2 -b- 2bT) + D',
where
2 2 2 2
y = 2r/(r +S Y2 = 2s/(r +s2
S+ h (2+h
i=1
2 2 -1S = 1+ h "'p X p. = [1 + (l+hX i) ;
26
0
hpip i (l+hX,) hy'pl
a1 = h 2P2 (1+hX 2 ) ; 2 hy 2 '
hy IpI (1+hA I) hp p
1 0
hXlp1 (l+hX1 ) h p
-1 h2 2 (1+hX 2 ) '12 h '2P2
hX IpI (1+hX ) h A p
D'= diag [0 2p, 2p2 ... 2pI].
We note that only the scalars r, y1 and y2 depend on
the reactivity and therefore almost everything can be pre-
computed. Also, although we have displayed four dyads in
the expression for f2 (hA) we could combine them into two.
However, the form shown provides some computational conve-
nience in that we can group the four dyads in two ways keep-
ing either (a1 ,a2) or (b b) explicit.
For this approximation we have le -if2 (hwi )|< 0.07
for all negative hw (maximum 0.069 at hw = -2.62). This
figure is small enough that results of high accuracy can be
obtained by treating explicitly only the w0 term in Eq. (8).
Moreover if Ihwo0 is sufficiently below unity, none of the
ok terms in Eq. (8) need be considered explicitly.
27
The same complex factorization idea used here could be
applied to the denominator of any higher order Padd approxi-
mation but there is not much advantage in going beyond
0(h 3), since there is an 0(h3) error inherent in the assump-
tion of constant reactivity and source during the time step
as we will see in the next section. For this reason, only
the two approximations above have been considered.
In summary, we developed in this section an efficient
analytical method to invert polynomials of the matrix A
which has direct applicability to the Padd approximations.
The method was applied to two specific cases, the Padd (1,1)
and the Padd (2,0) approximations. Numerical characteris-
tics of these approximations pertinent to their utilization
in Eq. (8) were discussed. A concrete implementation for
the method of Sec. (2.3) is thus provided.
2.4 Analysis of the Assumption of Constant Parameters
The analysis done previously assumes constant reac-
tivity and source during a time step. Taking them equal to
their average value during the time interval h yields the
smallest error. To see how good an approximation this is,
and to support the statements made near the end of the
previous section, an order of magnitude error analysis is
now undertaken. Consider the following exact expansion for
T (t+h) = T in terms of T (t) = :
ex h2 -- h
3
.,
T1 T +h0+2T1 0+3513T +. (10)
28
By repeated use of 'i =A00 + fo, Eq. (10) becomes
[ex 2h 2A + 3  2AA+AA+ 0+ .. .]Y
-1 [2!AO+ 0 0+) 3!,-A0 0 0 0 0 0 0+
+ [hf +h(f 0+A0f-)+(f0+A 0+2A0 -0+A 0 )+...].
(11)
With the assumption of constant parameters we obtain
the solution
ap 
_ hK + T~ (hA
-1 -0
as indicated in Eq. (2). Here, the bar indicates an average
over the time step.
By using the series expansion for e hT we then get
-1 2! 32+h 3+...] O + h[I+ -+- 2 -[l-(I+hA+-A +j-A +. T 2! 3![~t-~j
But
K = t0 +h
f = f+h
A(t)dt = A0 + A + E-A+...
f(t)dt = 0 + 0 + Y0+...
Substituting these expansions into Eq. (12) gives us
= [I+hA 0 +-i (A0 +A0) + 3! (A+ A0A0+ A 0A0 0+A)+...]J0 +
h2 h30h f ~  fo Ae03. 2
+ [hf (f+Aj4)+ +.. . ] .
Then, from this result and Eq. (11) we obtain
ex ap h3  h 3  4
1 ~1 - AO0Q-A 00 K + 1-2 [A 0 f 0 -A 0 f 0 ] + 0(h
and
(12)
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Note that this expression for the error still holds if A(t)
and f(t) are known only through a three-term Taylor expan-
sion, which requires only knowledge of A, f and their first
and second derivatives at the beginning of the time step.
Thus, the assumption of constant parameters has a local
error of O(h 3) as stated in Sec. (2.3) and, correspondingly,
a global error of O(h 2). This analysis is significant only
for small h. It has been found that, in some practical
cases where p<S, the error in n(t) is essentially 0(h) for h
sufficiently larger than 1/ow.
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Chapter 3
SOLUTION OF THE SPACE-DEPENDENT KINETICS EQUATIONS
3.1 The Space-Dependent Kinetics Equations
For problems in which changes in the shape of the neu-
tron flux can no longer be neglected, the need arises to
adopt a model that includes space and energy dependence.
The multigroup diffusion model has been found. adequate to
represent the spatial effects for most practical problems.
The more elaborate transport model has not been widely used
for time dependent calculations, so far, due to its compu-
tational complexity.
In this chapter, we shall direct our attention to an
implicit solution technique for the diffusion model, based
on a method known as the "theta method", which we shall de-
scribe in Sec. (3.4). The properties of this method are
considered in Sec. (3.6).
The model assumed to represent the space-time behavior
of the neutron flux in a reactor is described by the time
dependent multigroup diffusion equations and the associated
delayed neutron precursor equations. In matrix form these
equations are
I1
01- Z 4 + X -xPci =- V 0 .
(1)
SiiC = , (=1 2, .. I
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where
D = diag[D (r,t)], VO = diag[v ] E =[E , (g,t)]
are GxG square matrices and
f = col[vE (rt)], * = col [ (r,t)], X col[Xig,
are G-vectors, with the following notation:
g = index number for a neutron energy group
i = index number for a delayed neutron group
G = total number of neutron energy groups
I = total number of delayed neutron groups
$g = total scalar flux in group g
C = C (r,t) = precursor concentration for group i
v = characteristic neutron velocity for group g
g
D = diffusion constant for group g
g
E ,= E Tg(r,t)6 ,9 -E g , (r,t) -(1-6 )X OgvE g, (r, t)
~gg' Tg ggt)gg g Ol~)XgVfg(It
E g= total macroscopic cross section for group g
6  
,= Kroenecker delta
sg S = macroscopic scattering cross section from group g'
to group g
vE f= neutrons per fission x macroscopic fission cross
section for group g
XOg = fractional yield of neutrons in group g, per prompt
neutron
Xig = fractional yield of neutrons in group g, per decay
of precursor i
Bi = fractional yield of delayed neutrons in group i,
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per fission
= 6. = total fractional yield of delayed neutrons,
i=l1
per fission
= decay constant for precursor i.
We are assuming only one fissionable isotope and no ex-
ternal source present, for simplicity. However, extension of
the method and its formalism for more than one fissionable
isotope and an external source presents no particular diffi-
culty.
Equation (1) can be written in the general matrix form
d+ +
d _ = A(r,t)T(r,t) (2)
where ' = col[ C1 C2 ... CI], and
VO0( -D -E) XA1VO l 1
6 f 
-X 1
A= fT0
f T 0I-
2 012
0
2
0
' 0 XI 02LI
0
g.. 0
3.2 Spatial Discretization
Our main interest in this work is the study of a method
to treat the time dependence. Therefore, we shall consider
only the one-dimensional case, in which the position vector
r is replaced by the coordinate r. The space dependence is
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treated by a simple finite-difference method. To do this,
we divide the reactor in regions delimited by points rk in
the r-axis and use the box integration procedure (25) and
thus obtain the finite-difference equations
B 6k- + Bkk + B k+1 + i 0  k
(3)
T
-kk XiCik = Cik , (i l,2,...,I)
for k = 1,2,...,K, where K is the total number of inner mesh
points and
k = (rk,t) Cik = C (rkt)
B+ = B k+1/2 D(rk+ 2 ,t) ; Bk = -[B +B +Ekl 'k~ Ar kAvk k12 +k
k 2Avk [(r+,t)Ark + E(rk,t)Ark- '
r qk k [f(rk+,t)Ark + f(r ,t)Ark-]2Avk
r qk
Ark k+l k Avk 2 ~-(Ark+Ark-l) rk+1/2 r k fArk
We have q = 0, 1, and 2, for slab, cylindrical and spherical
geometry, respectively. The + and - superscripts denote
right and left limits of functions of r at rk, which may be
different at material interfaces.
Special relations apply to the boundary points r0 and
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rK+1, which are derived from the boundary conditions at
these points. These boundary conditions are usually homo-
geneous and of the Neumann or Dirichlet type.
We now group the elements of Eq. (3) in larger vectors
and matrices by defining
2 Ci2 V04=, C. = , V=
K iK 0
B B1 1
B' B B"
2 2 2.
K-1
B' BK
K K
TXi
fT
With these definitions, Eq. (3) becomes
xii- -2L. + , A~~ 4a
1=
T -T
- = (i=l,2,...,I). (4-b)
Note that j is a GK-vector and C. is a K-vector. L and
V are GKxGK matrices, X. is a GKxK matrix, and F is a KxGK
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matrix. The blocksof L are GxG matrices, its off-diagonal
blocks being diagonal. In the form shown above for L, we
tacitly assumed the boundary conditions 0 -K+1 = 0, since
all test cases will be for slab reactors and most of them
will involve asymmetric transients.
In what follows, we shall prove several properties of
the method adopted for the solution of Eqs. (4). Use of an
even more compact notation will greatly facilitate such a
task. Therefore, we write Eqs. (4) in the form
d = H (t) T (t) (5)dt-
where
VL X1 VX 1  X2VX 2  ''' XIVXI
1F X I 0 ... 0
-l 11 0
= 2 H = 2F 0 -X2 ' 0
IF 0 0 ... -XI1
-IC jL IF 0_ I I
Note that the symbols ' and p are now supervectors that
represent the vectors T (r,t) and f(rt) of Eq. (2) for all
discrete points rk. The use of the same symbols is intended
to show the analogy between them, their precise meaning being
clear from the context.
3.3 Survey of Solution Methods
The numerical solution of the kinetics equations is
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made very difficult by the fact that they form a "stiff"
system, namely the characteristic times (or eigenvalues)
(26)involved span several orders of magnitude. This elimi-
nates from consideration explicit methods based on Taylor
series expansions in the time variable.
Several practical methods of solution for Eq. (2)
exist, most based on its finite-difference formulation, given
by Eq. (5) or by a higher-dimensional version of it. Here
we mention a few of the most important.
To begin with, there are the nodal methods, (27) in
which the reactor is divided into a few large regions, with
some form of coupling between them specified. Another class
of methods are the modal methods, in which the flux is ex-
panded in a set of known modes or functions with coeffi-
cients determined by a variety of methods such as weighted
residuals, least-squares or variational principles. (28,29)
Synthesis techniques are also widely used. They are actual-
ly special cases of the modal approach and emcompass a vari-
ety of schemes like time synthesis, space-time synthesis,
(30) and multichannel space-time systhesis. (31) Quasi-stat-
ic methods (6) also form an important family of methods.
These may be viewed as including the adiabatic and the point
kinetics models, as special cases.
Finally we have the pure finite-difference methods.
These lead to several different procedures for solving Eq.
(5). Among them are the matrix decomposition (GAKIN) meth-
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od, (32,33) alternating-direction methods, (34-36) for two and
three dimensions, and the "theta" differencing (WIGLE, TWIGL)
method. (1,2, 37, 38) As mentioned before,it is to this last
method that we shall direct our attention in the present
work.
A good survey of the above methods, as well as others,
is provided by Ref. (39). It includes both descriptions and
references.
3.4 Derivation of the Theta-Differenced Equations
The theta method is an implicit method involving the use
of special parameters (thetas) intended to increase the accu-
racy of the difference equations for the time step at hand.
It can be viewed as a generalization of the Crank-Nicholson
method and includes, as special cases, both the totally ex-
plicit and the totally implicit methods. Being in general
implicit, it involves inversion of large matrices, which,
in turn, requires relatively large amounts of computation
time, per time step. On the other hand, if appropriate
values of the thetas can be found, the method is able to
take comparatively large time steps with a reasonably good
accuracy. One purpose of the present thesis is to improve
the current methods (1,2 ,3 7,38) by which thetas are found.
We shall attempt to find some efficient systematic procedure
for generating these parameters, which will be applicable
under all transient conditions.
The equations for the "theta method" can be derived by
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integrating both sides of Eqs. (4) from t to t+h, thus ob-
taining
_l h I h
V~ (-0) = L(t+s)O(t+s)ds + , X A x i C (t+s) ds
h h (6)
C. -C =C. . F(t+s)l(t+s)ds - X. C.ds, (i=l,2,...,I)
-il -10 1 0 o
where the subscripts 0 and 1 refer to functions at t and t+h,
respectively. Then the approximations
fh0 L(t+s)#(t+s)ds = e0Lj% + (1-0 0 )L 0 0.
f F(t+s)((t+s)ds = 00F141 + (1-60)F 0  (7)
fh C (t+s)ds = o.C.1 + (1-e.)C. (i=1,2,...,I)
are made, where the thetas will be determined so as to yield
a good solution under the condition that O<O <l (i=0 to I).
Substituting the approximations (7) in Eq. (6) yields
1 -l
FIV (-1 - 0) = [60 1 1+(1-6 0 )L 0 1 +
I
+ I £X.[i+(1- )i0] (8-a)
(CiiiO) = [6OFi 1+(1-60)FOJ 0
- X [60. +(1-6 )C. ]. (8-b)i i-il i 1
In principle, Eqs. (8) would yield the exact solution,
if we used the proper thetas, one for each space point and
neutron energy group. However, knowledge of such thetas
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would imply knowledge of the exact solution, which is al-
ready what we are looking for. Thus approximations have to
be made in order to implement Eqs. (8) Specifically, we
assume a single theta parameter for all spatial points and,
for the flux, the same parameter also for all neutron energy
groups.
In the WIGLE approach (1 ,37 ) a different theta is used
for each neutron energy group, but only one theta is assumed
for all precursors, namely 6 i= d (i~J,2,...,I). The thetas
are assumed to be space-independent and are estimated from a
two-group point calculation (WIGLE-type codes are limited
to two energy groups). Drastic approximations are made in
the point equations, in order to compute these thetas.
In TWIGL, (2,38) the thetas for the precursors are all
chosen as 6.=1/2 (i=1,2,...,I) and 6 is left as in input
parameter, the same for all energy groups and space points.
In the present work, the idea is to use an independent
e . for each precursor and the flux, since they have dis-
tinctly different characteristic times. As mentioned be-
fore, the same theta is used for all space points (as in
WIGLE and TWIGL) and, in the case of the flux, also for all
neutron energy groups. It is felt that, since the energy
coupling is stronger than the spatial coupling, at least for
thermal reactors, there is no justification in taking a
different integration parameter for each energy group while
using only one for all the points of space.
We shall examine, in this thesis, the feasibility of
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using an accurate point kinetics calculation as a means of
finding the thetas so that Eqs. (8) will be accurate in an
integral sense. The details of this procedure are spelled
out in the next section.
To get the time advancement algorithm we first define
the total (prompt + delayed) net production operator
I
M(t) = L(t) + X )( F(t) (9)
Solving Eq. (8-b) for and substituting in Eq. (8-a)
yields to new equations,
-l - ' l0 1 -1
[M - gi F + [ 60MO4 + --'
0 I=1 0 0 0
I T.-6! I T.
-.- iX i -e F 0, o + X n-x i 0 = 0 (10-a )i=l 0 =1 0
= (1-hX T )C. + h6 .eFb + h6.(T -!)F0 , (10-b)ii iO1 ix' 11100
where
Ti 1+hX.e.
61 11 (11)
1 1+hX6e.
This procedure will henceforth be called Method 1.
We can also take a slightly different approach which we
shall call Method 2. Instead of first approximating the
equations and then solving for C we can first solve Eq.
(4-b) for C , substitute in Eq. (4-a), and then integrate,
thus obtaining
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-1 h XIhs
V~ ( -) = M(t+s) (t+s)ds - IiXi fei
0o i=0
I -hX.
-F(t+s)((t+s)ds + Xi(l-e )CO
(12)
-hX. + jh -X. (h-s)
il = e Ci + e F(t+s)o(t+s)ds,
which we call the precursor integrated equations.
We now make the approximations
L(t+s) (t+s) = 6(s)L + (1-6(s)]L 0 0
(13)
F (t+s) (t+s) = 0 (s) F  + [1-6(s)] F0 0
for 0<s<h, where 0(s) is a space-independent function to be
determined so as to yield good results, subject to the con-
ditions (0)=0, e(h)=l, and 0<6(s)<l in the above interval
for s. Taking e(s)=s/h means that all reaction rates are
assumed to vary linearly between their initial and final
values. This approach has been used in Ref. (47).
By introducing Eq. (13) in Eq. (12) and carrying out
the integrations we get again Eqs. (10) where now
1fh -A . (h-s) 1e- hA
iT e ds = X
e! = Oh(s)e- hs ds (14)h
1 h e00 h fo e(s)ds.
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We impose an additional condition for 0(s), namely that
0<60 <1.0-
As in Method 1, we shall, in the next section, try to
apply point kinetics to find 0(s) or directly the parameters
of Eq. (14).
Note that we have from either Eq. (11) or (14) the
following results
e! < 61 0
0. < T. (15)
as can easily be inferred from their definitions and the re-
strictions placed on the thetas. These results will be use-
ful later.
From Eqs. (11) and (14) it can be shown that the two
methods are identical if
hXAs 1 h 1h X.s
1 J~ 6 (s) eX ds = [0 (s)ds] f J e X ds] (16)
F 0 h
provided 60 is the same for both methods and provided we
take
0.- l 1
1 = (-h .) (-hX.)
e 11
Equation (16) holds exactly only for constant 0 (s), but it
becomes an increasingly better approximation as hX. becomes
small.
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3.5 Determination of the Parameters Theta
As indicated in the previous section, a possible way to
get a set { } or a function O(s) is through a corresponding
point kinetics calculation, which makes Eqs. (8) or (12)
"exact" in an integral sense.
The point kinetics problem is obtained by reducing all
space-energy dependent quantities to their point equivalent
counterparts. This is done simply by multiplying the quan-
tities of interest by a weight function of space and energy
and integrating over the domain of interest of these vari-
ables. In the multigroup, space-discretized formulation
such a procedure corresponds to a scalar product of a weight
vector w and the vector quantity under consideration. We
thus define
T -l T
n(t) = w V $ , c= w Xi Ci
1. . -17
a(t) = -wT L # , y1t = _ F $ ,
n _1n-
where w is a GK-vector given by
w = col[w w2 .
with the G-vectors
-k = A k x col[wlk w 2k ... wGkO
With this choice of w, the scalar products in Eq. (17)
correspond to a trapezoidal integration in space. One
choice for the elements wgk can be the positive solution
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*() of the equation
M (0) 0* =
which is the discretized equation for the adjoint in the
initial steady-state. More simply we could also take w =
constant. Other possibilities would be to use w =(t)
itself or to use at every time the adjoint of the perturbed
state, made critical by dividing the matrix F by the appro-
priate scalar. This last procedure would probably yield the
best results but would be too time-consuming.
An approximation has to be introduced at this point in
order to calculate a (t) and y (t) . We assume that the shape
of the flux 4 remains constant during the time step h, and
is given by its value at the beginning of that time step.
Note that this approximation of constant shape is used
only to calculate the thetas and does not imply a similar
assumption for the space-dependent calculations. We thus
have that
a(t) 1 wT = (i T
a~)=n~t wLt (t) n(t) w_ XiFt0*
With these definitions, Eq. (5) will reduce to the
point kinetics Eq. (2.1). This equation can be solved by
the method of Chap. 2 yielding n1 and c as functions of
n0 and ci0 '
Introducing Eqs. (17) into the theta-differenced Eqs.
(8) yields
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n -n 0
h e 0a n 1+(1-0)a0n0] + X[6 c +(1-0 )ci.
C.-C _i(18)
ilh A0 0 =[yn+(1-60 )ionO i[c +(1-8 )iO*
Calculating the n1 and c from Eq. (2.1) and using
these values in Eq. (18) allows us to find the desired theta
parameters. A detailed account of this procedure is given
in Appendix B. For the second approach, using the precursor
integrated equations, we assume that L4 and F go from their
initial to final values at the same rate with which the am-
plitude function n(t) foes from n0 to n . Thus, 0(s) is
such that
n(t+s) = O(s)n 1 + [1-6(s)]n0
from which we get
0(s) = n(t+s) - n0 (19)
n1 - n 0
The function n(t) is obtained by solving Eq. (2.1).
With this 0(s) we can then find the parameters 60 and 6! of0 1
Eq. (14) (see Appendix B for a detailed description of the
procedure used.)
Of course the thetas may also be chosen without the use
of a point kinetics formulation. For instance we may simply
pick any of the thetas to be e =1 or e =- or1 1 2
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1 1i = - hw (20)
if the reactor is on an asymptotic period w0. Also 0(s)
could be picked as 0 (s) = s/h or 6 (s) = 1 (step function)
or, in the asymptotic period case,
e(s) = -sl0 (21)
ho0
e -l1
3.6 Properties of the Solution Method
In this section, we shall analyze several properties of
the two methods of solution, as presented in Sec. (3.4).
The methods will first be shown to be consistent and stable,
for the case in which the reactor parameters are constant in
time.
Consistency and stability are necessary and sufficient
conditions for the convergence of the finite-difference so-
lution, by Lax's theorem. (40) These two properties have
been shown to hold for Method 1, in the case of constant
spatial mesh 4 1 ) and can easily be extended to Method 2 for
such a case. Here we show that they also hold when the spa-
tial mesh size is shrunk to zero, together with the time
step size, provided that
h1
2h const. , 10 2
(Ar)
The two methods will also be shown to conserve the
steady-state for any thetas, and to be asymptotically exact,
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if asymptotic thetas are used. Asymptotic stability is also
examined. Finally, the solvability of the time advancement
equations (10) will be analyzed.
In the case of constant spatial mesh it has been shown
(41) that the global truncation error for Method 1 is 0(h)
for a general theta matrix and is 0(h ) if 0 = I. Similar-
ly, for Method 2 it can be readily shown that the global
truncation error is 0 (h) for a general 0 (s) and 0 (h 2 if
6 (s) is such that 6 1
The proofsof consistency and stability will be carried
in the L2 norm given by
1u(r)|| = [fV u(r)|2dV3l/2
For functions defined only at certain discrete points
rk' some interpolation scheme is assumed for the intermedi-
ate points. For an operator A the L2 norm is defined as
A|l = max |1Au|
111=1
In the Appendix C we show that, for a discrete operator
or matrix H,
k||H||'I < ||H|| < Kj|H||'
where || ||' is the Euclidean norm, (23) and k, K are fixed,
positive constants. The above relation means that the L2
norm and the Euclidean norm of a matrix are equivalent so
that all properties of boundedness of matrices in one norm
hold for the other norm.
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When stating that certain matrices have bounded norms
we shall be tacitly using the following
THEOREM:(34) A family of matrices HN of varying dimension N
having at most n<N nonzero elements in each row or column, n
being constant for all N, has a uniformly bounded Euclidean
norm if the individual elements of the matrices H N are uni-
formly bounded for all N.
It will be convenient to rederive the iteration algo-
rithms in a more compact form to carry out the proofs that
follow. To this end we consider H as composed of two terms
H(t) = Q + R(t) . (22)
We then write Eq. (5) in the form
d
- Q(t) = R(t) (t),
a solution of which is given by
= ehQ + e(h-s)Q R(t+s)'(t+s)ds , (23)
where the subscripts 0 and 1 denote quantities evaluated at
t and t+h, respectively.
For Method 1 we have Q = 0 and R = H, and we make the
approximation
f R(t+s)T(t+s)ds = 3R 1 1 + (I-e)R 0  (24)101
of Eqs. (7), where
6 I
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0I
I
with the first I being GKxGK and the others being KxK.
For Method 2, in order to get Eq.
0 X VVX A2 VX2
0 -A
0 0
0 0
0
2
0
0
-A I0
(12), we must have
(26)
VL 0 0
0 0
0 0
2 F
S2 F
0 0ISF
... 0
... 0
... 0
01
and the approximation is made that (see Eq. (13))
R(t+s)T(t+s) = O(s)RjjP + [1-O(s)]R 0( 27
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(25)
'' * 
XIVXI
...
(27)
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Introducing either of these approximations, Eq. (24)
or (27), in Eq. (23) yields
1 = [I - heR1 ] 1[ehQ + h(A-O)RO1 0
(28)
= E(h) 
_ ,
where E(h) is the time advancement matrix. For Method 1, 0
is given by Eq. (25) and for Method 2, we have
0 = fh e(h-s)Q O(s)ds . (29)
h0
For both methods, A is given by
h
A = 0. he(h-s)Q ds, (30)
which reduces to A=I for Method 1. Equation (28) is equiv-
alent to the system of Eqs. (10), as can be verified for
both methods. From Eq. (30) we can readily derive the iden-
tity
ehQ - I - hAQ = 0 (31)
valid for any Q.
Equation (28) will be the one used for the demonstra-
tion of the several properties of both solution methods
presented here. We shall assume constant properties during
a time step in most of the remaining of this section either
for simplicity, to show consistency and stability, or by
necessity, when analyzing steady-state and asymptotic behav-
ior.
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3.6.1 Consistency
The property of consistency simply implies that the
truncation error of the finite-difference formulation tends
to zero, as the time step size tends to zero. Mathematical-
ly we must have (40)
lim 111 - E(h)I-0
h-*0 h =0
for any (r, t) which is a genuine solution of Eq. (2). The
convention is made that a matrix operating on a continuous
function of r is actually operating on the corresponsing
vector obtained from the function values at the discrete
points rk. From the properties of norms we have, using Eq.
(28),
1 - E (h)±0 -l [I-heR]±_ - [e hQ+h (A-0) R]±0
h - | I[I-hOR] || h
We shall prove afterwards that
liml[I - hER]~lJ
h+0
exists, if h/(Ar)2 = const as h+0.
Now, it remains to be shown that
lim [I - heR]± - [ehQ + h(A-O)R 0hlJim -1 h 0 . (32)h+0- h
We have =i ±0 + h_(t+eh), for some e in the interval
[0,1]. Recalling that H = Q + R and using Eq. (31), the
expression whose norm is being taken in Eq. (32) becomes
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[I - hOH + hOQ]'P(t+sh) - AH .
Now we use Eq. (2) and the result H = A + 0 (Ar , where
n is the order of accuracy of the spatial discretization,
usually n = 2. Then the expression above becomes
[I - hOA - 0(Ar n)hO + hOQ~I(t+sh) - A'0 - 0 (Arn 0
-o -o A _
= [I - 0 (h) A + 0 (h) JI(t+ch) - [I + 0 (h) ]0 + 0 (hn/2 )T
where we have used the facts that 0 and Q have bounded norms,
2 - --A= 1+0 (h) and Ar /h = const. From Eq. (2), A = , for A
constant in time. Also we have
(t+eh) = 0 + eh'(t+c'h)
for some 6' in the interval [0,e]. Using these two equations
and the fact that T, ', and 'V have bounded L 2 norms in the
interval (t,t+h), we can reduce the expression under consid-
eration to 0(h) + 0(hn/2 ). Thus Eq. (32) is proved.
We now show that II[I - hOR]~ || is bounded as h+0 . Let
us write R = RD + R' where RD contains only the diffusion
terms (of the VL matrix) and R' contains all the other ele-
ments of R. Then
(I - heR]~1 = (I - (I-hGRD) hOR'] 1 [I - hORD1
= [I - (I-h%0RD) 1hOR']~l [I - he0 RD '
since ORD =0R'
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The matrix RD is real, symmetric, diagonally dominant,
and has non-positive diagonal elements, therefore, the
eigenvalues of RD are all real and non-positive.(42) Thus,
since the Euclidean norm of a symmetric matrix is equal to
its spectral radius, (23)
[I - hO D P([I-hOoRD]-1) max 1  y 1n 0 n
since zero is also an eigenvalue of RD. Here, p denotes the
spectral radius, and yn are the eigenvalues of RD.
With this result we have
[I - hOR] ~11 <11 [I - (I-h0RD)~ 1 h®R'] < 1
where
I= - hORD]~ h®R'1 < h||GR'1' < 1,
for h sufficiently small, since 0 and R' are bounded as h+O.
Using the equivalence of the L2 and the Euclidean norms
we then conclude that |I[I - hOR]~1|| is indeed bounded as
h+O.
3.6.2 Stability
The property of stability assures us that the error in
the solution will not grow without bounds as h+O. Recalling
the equivalence of the L2 and the Euclidean norms, a suffi-
cient condition for stability is that( 4 0 )
||E(h) 11' = 1 + 0(h)
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We again factor R in two terms RD + R' as seen in Sec.
(3.6.1), where RD contains only the diffusion terms. Then
we write
E(h) = [I - (I-hORD) 1 hOR'1 1 [I - hORD
-[I + h(I-G)RD + (e hQI) + h(A-0)R' - h(I-A)RD)'
Now we use the following equations
ehQ -I = 0(h)
h[A-e] R' = 0(h)
h[I-A] RD = 0(h 2)RD = 0 (h) ,
which can be seen to hold since Q, A, 0, R', and hRD have
bounded norms and |1 A-Il = 0(h). Thus, since [I-hORD] isD
also bounded, as shown in Sec. (3.6.1),we have
E(h) = [I-0(h)] 1[I-hOORD] ~[I+h(l-o0)RD+0(h)]
= [I-h 0RD]~ [I+h(1-60)RD] + O(h)
so that
E (h) ' = ||[I-h RD ] (I+h(1-60)RD] + 0 (h)
But since RD is symmetric and has only real non-posi-
tive eigenvalues, including zero eigenvalues, as we have
seen in Sec. (3.6.1), we may write
IE(h)|I' = P([I-he0 RD] [I+h(1-0)RD]) + 0(h) =
= max 1-he y + 0(h) = 1 + 0(h)
n 0--g OnI
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provided 60 Again, p denotes the spectral radius, and yO-2n
are the eigenvalues of RD'
3.6.3 Steady-State Behavior
We will now show that, given steady-state properties
and a steady-state initial solution, the method reproduces
the initial solution. In symbols it will be shown that
= E(h)T T
for any thetas and any time step size. From Eq. (22) and
the criticality condition HT = 0 we have
R 0
so that Eq. (28) becomes
1= [I - hORI - [hQ - hAQ - hOR]$0
-l_
= [I - hOR] [I - hOR)T T
by use of Eq. (31).
3.6.4 Asymptotic Behavior
The solution methods under consideration will yield the
exact asymptotic solution, when the corresponsing asymptotic
thetas are used. We have, for an asymptotic reactor,
HT =, (33)
wher 0 .0
where w0is the asymptotic period. We have to show that
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11 = E (h) T = ehTo0
for any h, and the proper 0 matrix. From Eqs. (33) and (22)
we can write
RPO = [ I-Q±
Using this result and Eq. (31) in Eq. (28) we get
= [I - hOR]~ - hQ + hA(wo01-Q) - hOR]±
ho0  ho0
= e 0 0 + [I - hOR]~ [hw 0 A + (1-e 0){I-hO(w0 '-Q)IV0
Now, it is sufficient to show that
[hw0 A + (1-e 0){I-hO(wO01-Q)}] = 0 . (34)
From Eqs. (20) and (25) we have for Method 1
O= { 
- ho 1 0
0 0
for an asymptotic reactor, Q = 0, and A = I. Equation (34)
is readily seen to hold. For Method 2, from Eqs. (21) and
(29) we get
0= hw 0 0
e -_l
With this result and Eq. (31) we find that Eq. (34) is again
true.
We can also show that, under certain conditions, Method
1 is asymptotically stable, meaning that the eigenvalue of
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largest magnitude of the advancement matrix E(h) corresponds
to the non-negative eigenvector of H. This property can be
demonstrated for the case of a scalar ® matrix, ®=OI in
which case
E(h) = (I - hOH1 [I + h(l-O)H]
has the same eigenvectors as H. We assume further that the
eigenvalues wn of H are real and all wn <w0 where w0 is the
eigenvalue corresponding to the non-negative eigenvector of
H. The eigenvalues of E(h) are
1 + h(1-6)wn
n 1 - hOw
n
We can infer from this expression that for a fixed 0,
we have Ivn < 0 if
l1 1 1
ho0
If we pick 0 from Eq. (20) then v0 = e and the con-
dition for asymptotic convergence becomes
1+h(l-e)o)n h0 (35)
for w < 0<
The condition (35) holds for any wn <w0 if W0 >0, but
fails for negative 0 if wn is of very large magnitude.
3.6.5 Solvability
Solution of the time advancement equation (28) requires
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the existence of the inverse matrix in that equation.
Equivalently, we must be able to calculate a unique T from
the linear system of equations implied by Eq. (28). A
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of this
inverse is then that
G = M -h - i F
1 hO0  i=l ' 0 1
has an inverse, as can be concluded from the equivalent Eqs.
(10). Equation (10-a) can be written as
G$, + S = 0 , (36)
which has the form of a steady-state equation with an exter-
nal source. The operator G corresponds to M(t+h) given by
Eq. (9), with an added absorption and a reduced delayed neu-
tron production (since e!/6 0 <1 , from Eq. (15)).
To find conditions under which G has an inverse we use
the properties of essentially positive matrices(43) which
we now define: a real matrix P is essentially positive if it
is irreducible and has non-negative off-diagonal elements.
Such a matrix has a real eigenvalue f 0 which is algebraical-
ly larger than Re(r .) for any other eigenvalue n . To ff0
there corresponds a positive eigenvector which is the only
non-negative eigenvector of the matrix. If any element of P
is increased it0 also increases.
Let us now, consider the eigenvalue problem
H1un n-n ' (37)
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The matrix H as defined after Eq. (5) is irreducible
only if vE f 0 for all points. However, in case vE = 0
for a particular region of the reactor, we can always re-
define H so as to make it always irreducible. This is done
kthsimply by deleting the k column from the matrices Xi and
kththe k row from the matrix F, whenever f = 0 (see Sec.
(3.2), for notation). Corresponding deletions are made in
vectors on which H operates. Such a procedure has the ef-
fect of eliminating elements Cik from the vectors C, when-
ever f= 0, and expresses the recognition that, physically,
the precursor concentrations are zero for points at which no
fission takes place. The above redefinition of H is tacitly
assumed below.
An examination readily shows that H is an essentially
positive matrix. Let w0 be its eigenvalue corresponding to
u0 , and let
u = col(u-0 0 u01 u-02 uI.
Solving Eq. (37) with n = 0 for oi in terms of u
gives
-Oi " o +X. 1-000 i
Since _ui and u-0 have only positive elements, F is a
positive matrix, and a >0, we must necessarily have (w0 +Xi)
>0, a result which will be implicitly assumed below. By
using the expression above for u . we can solve Eq. (37)
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with n = 0 for u-0, obtaining
I W
G'u = [ - -l _ 0iX-F ]uO0 0.
i=1 0 V
Upon inspection it can be seen that G' is an essential-
ly positive matrix with zero as the eigenvalue corresponding
to the positive eigenvector -00 . The matrix G is also es-
sentially positive. If
W0 < 1 and < (i=l,2,...,I) (38)
0 0 i 0
with at least one strict inequality, G can be obtained from
G' by decreasing some elements of the latter. From the
properties of essentially positive matrices we can then con-
clude that, under the conditions (38) the real parts of all
eigenvalues of G are less than zero and thus G will have a
negative inverse. (44 With that, a sufficient condition to
get T 1 >0 is that S>0, as can be gathered from Eqs. (36) and
(10), by using Eq. (15).
For Method 1, Eq. (38) reduces to h 06 < 1 (i=0,1,
2,...,I) with at least one strict inequality. It can be
shown that the conditions (38) are always obeyed for both
methods, if asymptotic thetas corresponding to 0 as given
by Eqs. (20) and (21)) are used. This is easily seen to be
the case, for Method 1. For Method 2, again the proofs are
straightforward but somewhat more involved.
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Chapter 4
NUMERICAL RESULTS
4.1 Results for Point Kinetics
We now present some numerical results for two represen-
tative reactors, a thermal and a fast reactor. The values
-lfor A, . and X. (in sec ) for these reactors are shown in
Table I, for six delayed neutron groups. We shall consider
here five different transients, all starting from equilibri-
um conditions and with n(O) = 1. In every case the source
term f is taken to be zero. The Tables II to VI show the
exact n(t) and the relative percent errors of the calcula-
tions for several options of the method presented in this
work, the errors being defined as
n 
-ac nexc
Error =calc exact X 100.
nexact
The results are shown for selected times t during the
transient and for several values of the time step size h
used in the calculations. The numbers in each square are in
exponential notation and correspond, respectively, to the
methods described in each of the cases that follow.
Case 1
This case corresponds to a step reactivity insertion of
+0.5 dollars in the fast reactor, calculations having been
done by three methods: (a) Padd (2,0) with no explicit treat-
ment of roots; (b) Padd (1,1) with W6 treated explicitly;
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TABLE I
Parameters for Two Typical Reactors
NEUTRON THERMAL REACTOR FAST REACTOR
GROUP x. S. .
1 0.0127 2.850 x 10~4 0.0129 1.672 x 10~4
2 0.0317 1.5975x 10-3 0.0311 1.232 x 10-3
3 0.115 1.410 x 10-3 0.134 9.504 x 10~4
4 0.311 3.0525x 10-3 0.331 1.443 x 10-3
5 1.40 9.600 x 10~4 1.26 4.534 x 10~4
6 3.87 1.950 x 10~4 3.21 1.540 x 10~4
Stot
A
= 0.00750
= 5 x 10~ sec
5 tot
A
= 0.00440
= 1 x 10~7 sec
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(c) Crank-Nicholson. Results are presented in Table II.
The errors for this case are of the same order of mag-
nitude for the first two methods, (a) and (b), method (b)
having an error usually about half of the error of method
(a). The errors of the Crank-Nicholson method, (c), are in
general unacceptably large, except for large t and small h.
Comparison of the methods (b) and (c) shows the large cor-
rection effect obtained by treating w6 explicitly, a fea-
ture to be shared by some of the following cases. We note
that the errors for the first two methods are quite small
(less than 1%) for h as large as 1 second.
Case 2
In this case, we perturb the thermal reactor by insert-
ing a -0.5 dollars step reactivity. Calculations were done
using the same three methods as for Case 1. Table III shows
the results.
For this case, we again have that the errors for the
methods (a) and (b) are of the same order of magnitude, ex-
cept for the early part of the transient (t o 0.1 sec) when
the second method yields much smaller errors. The errors
for method (a) are nevertheless also quite small. In this
example, the Crank-Nicholson method, (c), fares better than
for Case 1, but the errors become too large for time steps
of 0.5 seconds or larger, in contrast with the first two
methods.
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TABLE II
Percent Errors and Exact n(t) for Case 1.
Method: (a) Pads (2,0);
(b) Padd (1,1) + w6 term;
(c) Crank-Nicholson.
h(sec) Method t=0.1 sec t=1 sec t=10 sec
a -9.64(-5) -7.53(-5) -7.85(-5)
0.01 b +4.82(-5) +3.77(-5) 0.0
c -4.02(+1) -6.11(+0) 0.0
a -7.32(-3) -7.34(-3) -6.28(-3)
0.10 b +4.53(-3) +4.18(-3) + .14(-3)
c +4.81(+1) -3.70(+1) -6.54(+0)
a -3.93(-2) -3.99(-2)
0.25 b -- +2.62(-2) +1.94(-2)
c -3.75(+1) -7.60(+0)
a -1.29(-1) -1.64(-1)
0.50 b -- +1.08(-1) +7.77(-2)
c -3.75(+1) -7.71(+0)
a -3.91(-1) -6.93(-1)
1.00 b -- +6.88(-1) +3.12(-1)
c +3.83(+1) -7.52(+0)
Exact n(t) 2.075317 2.655853 12.74654
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TABLE III
Percent Errors and Exact n (t) for Case 2.
Method: (a)
(b)
(c)
Pad6 (2,0) ;
Padd (1,1) + wo6 term;
Crank-Nicholson.
h(sec) Method t=0.1 sec t=1 sec t=10 sec
a +7.99(-2) +6.59(-5) 0.0
0.01 b -2.86(-5) -4.94(-5) 0.0
c -4.70(-2) -4.94(-5) 0.0
a +3.15(+0) +6.44 (-3) +7.07 (-4)
0.10 b -3.88(-3) -3.71(-3) -3.53(-4)
c -7.78(+0) -3.71(-3) -3.53(-4)
a +3.44(-2) +4.37(-3)
0.25 b -- -2.32(-2) -2.27(-3)
c +2.83(+0) -2.27(-3)
a +1.19(-1) +1.69(-2)
0.50 b -- -9.05(-2) -9.09(-3)
c +2.62(+1) +5.92(-2)
a +5.01(-1) +6.34(-2)
1.00 b -- -6.86(-1) -3.64(-2)
c -4.55(+1) +1.41(+1)
Exact n(t) 0.6989252 0.6070536 0.3960777
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It is to be noted that the transient is very accurately
represented in method (b) because of the explicit treatment
of O6
Again the errors with the first two methods are less
than 1% even for time steps up to 1 second.
Case 3
This case is that of a step reactivity of +1 dollar in-
troduced in the thermal reactor, four methods being used to
do the calculations: (a) Padd (2,0) with explicit treatment
of W0 ; (b) Pad6 (2,0) without explicit treatment of roots;
(c) Pad6 (1,1) with w0 treated explicitly; (d) Crank-Nichol-
son. Results are displayed in Table IV.
As one would expect, methods (a) and (c) have smaller
errors than the other two, a situation which again shows the
improvement obtained by the explicit treatment of the domi-
nant root, in this case w 0. The errors are about the same
for both methods, but method (c) fares better than method
(a) for small h. A parallel behavior takes place for meth-
ods (b) and (d). Note that the errors for methods (a) and
(c) are of the order of 1% for h as large as 1 second.
Case 4
This case corresponds to a positive ramp insertion of
reactivity of +1 dollar/sec in the fast reactor. The calcu-
lations were done using two methods, namely: (a) Padd (2,0)
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TABLE IV
Percent Errors and Exact n(t) for Case 3.
h(sec) Method t=0.1 sec t=0.5 sec t=1 sec
a -2.70(-3) -7.72(-4) -1.24(-4)
b -5.76(-3) -9.17(-3) -1.50(-2)
0.01 c +1.39(-3) +4.83(-4) +6.21(-5)
d +2.90(-3) +4.54(-3) +7.40(-3)
a -2.16(-1) -6.85(-2) -1.03(-2)
b -5.64(-1) -1.02(+0) -1.71(+0)
0.10 c +1.43(-1) +4.32(-2) +6.21(-3)
d +2.93(-1) +4.57(-1) +7.48(-1)
a -3.25(-1) -5.22(-2)
b -7.53(+0) -1.25(+1)
0.25 c +2.83(-1) +3.89(-2)
d +2.98(+0) +4.93(+0)
a -9.04(-1) -1.59(-1)
b -3.33(+1) -4.99(+1)
0.50 c-- +1.46(+0) +1.47(-1)
d +1.44(+1) +2.46(+1)
a -4.28(-1)
b -9.08(+1)
1.00 c 
-- 
-- +1.42(+0)
d -1.32(+3)
Exact n(t) 2.515766 10.36253 32.18354
Method: (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Padd (2,0) + 0
Padd (2,0);
Padd (1,1) + 0
Crank-Nicholson.
term;
term;
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with automatic inclusion of the w0 term; (b) Padd (2,0) with
no explicit treatment of roots. By automatic inclusion of
the w0 term we mean that this root is treated explicitly
whenever hw0 is larger than a certain value, which we chose
as 0.05. Otherwise, the w0 term is not included. Table V
shows the results for this case.
The results are exactly the same for t = 0.5 sec and
approximately the same for t = 1 sec, which indicates that
the main source of error here is the non-constancy of the
reactivity. The errors become very large in the vicinity of
prompt-criticality (and beyond) for time steps of the order
of 0.01 seconds or larger, especially for the results at
t = 1 sec. This behaviorhowever, represents no significant
limitation to the method since, in most practical problems,
feedback considerations will limit the acceptable time step
size to a small value if results of a reasonable accuracy
are desired.
Case 5
This case is that of a more complex reactivity inser-
tion pattern in the thermal reactor: a +1 dollar/sec ramp
up to 0.5 seconds followed by a -1 dollar/sec ramp up to 1
second; then a +1 dollar/sec ramp up to 1.5 seconds follow-
ed by a constant 0.5 dollars reactivity from then on. Note
that p(t) is a continuous function. Table VI shows the re-
sults obtained for this case by three methods: (a) Pads
(2,0) with no explicit treatment of roots; (b) Padd (1,1)
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TABLE V
Percent Errors and Exact n(t)
Method: (a) Padd (2, 0) + w0 term
(b) Pad6 (2,0).
for Case 4.
[hw 0 > 0.05];
h(sec) Method t=0.5 sec t=1 sec
a -9.15(-2) -5.07(-1)
0.001
b -9.15(-2) -5.96(-1)
a -9.82(-1) -2.92(+1)
0.01
b -9.82(-1) -3.34(+1)
a -9.15-(+0) -9.48(+1)
0.10
b -9.15(+0) -9.52(+1)
a -2.03(+1) -9.85(+1)
0.25
b -2.03(+1) -9.86(+1)
Exact n(t) 2.136407 1207.813
TABLE VI
Percent Errors and Exact n(t) for Case 5.
h(sec) Method t=0.5 sec t=1 sec t=1.5 sec t=2 sec t=10 sec
a -2.69(-2) +3.74(-2) -2.76(-2) -2.97(-3) -1.25(-3)
0.01 b -4.24(-3) -3.30(-3) -4.76(-3) -4.36(-4) -5.81(-4)
c -4.24(-3) -3.30(-3) -4.76(-3) -4.36(-4) -5.81(-4)
a -1.99(+0) +2.25(+0) -2.03(+0) -2.31(-1) -9.80(-2)
0.10 b -4.22(-1) -3.50(-1) -4.70(-1) -4.28(-2) -5.10(-2)
c -4.22(-1) -3.50(-1) -4.70(-1) -4.28(-2) -5.10(-2)
a -8.43(+0) +8.40(+0) -8.55(+0) -1.15(+0) -4.67(-1)
0.25 b -6.64(+0) +6.07(+0) -6.94(+0) -6.42(-1) -3.85(-1)
c -2.39(+0) -4.61(+0) -2.60(+0) -3.37(-1) -3.19(-1)
a -2.03(+1) +1.98(+1) -2.02(+1) -3.66(+0) -1.41(+0)
0.50 b -1.94(+1) +2.00(+1) -2.01(+1) -1.77(+0) -1.21(+0)
c -1.08(+1) +1.40(+1) -1.82(+1) +6.25(+0) -1.09(+0)
Exact n(t) 1.721422 1.211127 1.892226 2.521601 12.04711
Method: (a) Padd (2,0) ;
(b) Padd (1,1) + w6 term [hw 6<min(-2,-1.2hX 6 )];
(c) Crank-Nicholson.
0j
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with automatic inclusion of the w6 term; (c) Crank-Nichol-
son. In the second method, (b), the w6 term is included
whenever hw6 < min(-2,-1.2hX6).
The errors are, in general, the same for all three
methods. For small h the results show a larger error for
method (a) which should be expected from the theory and was
noted in previous cases. From the methods (b) and (c) it
can be concluded that the better results obtained for the
Crank-Nicholson method are accidental, since method (b) is
an improvement over Crank-Nicholson.
Notice also that the inaccurate results obtained for
larger time steps stem from the very poor representation of
the ramp as a series of steps. In particular, for h = 0.5
sec, we simply have the transient represented as a 0.25 dol-
lar step from 0 to 1.5 seconds followed by another step to-
talling 0.5 dollars from then on.
4.2 Analysis of Point Kinetics Results
The results of Sec. (4.1) for the first three cases
show the great improvement of the Padd (1,1) method with ex-
plicit treatment of w or 6 over the simple Crank-Nicholson
method. This improvement is apparent not only in that
greater accuracy is obtained for all time steps, but also in
that larger time steps can be taken without incurring large
errors.
The Padd (2,0) method is also much better than the
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Crank-Nicholson method, for the cases of constant reactivi-
ty, as can be concluded from the results for the first three
cases. Except for near or above prompt-criticality, the
Padd (2,0) method does quite well without the need for in-
clusion of the w term and does not suffer from the oscilla-
tions present in the Crank-Nicholson method when h is large.
In general, the Padd (1,1) method yields better results
than the Padd (2,0) method. A glance through Tables II to
IV shows that halving the time step size h for the first of
these methods will produce better results than the second
method with time step h. Note, however, that in many cases
the Padd (1,1) method will require one more root treated ex-
plicitly than will the Padd (2,0) method. Also, such extra
calculation will normally more than double the amount of
computation per time step. It can thus be seen that the
Padd (2,0) method will be more economical, in general, even
if the time step necessary to attain a given accuracy is
smaller.
The results for the last two cases show that, for vary-
ing reactivity, inclusion of roots in the basic approxima-
tions does not make any significant improvement in accuracy.
Calculations for other cases, in addition to those pre-
sented, have been done and confirmed the trends observed
here which seem to hold in general and which agree with the
theoretical expectations.
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4.3 Results for Space-Dependent Kinetics
Next, results are presented for two slab reactors with-
(45)
out external source, onea thermal reactor, and the other
a fast reactor. (37,46) The two-group parameters for these
reactors are presented in Tables VII and VIII, and their ge-
ometries are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The reactors are made
critical initially by dividing vEf by k ef* Although these
reactor configurations are by no means typical of real reac-
tors, they are expected to display similar numerical proper-
ties. We shall consider several different transients all
starting from equilibrium conditions. Except for the first
test case, all transients are highly asymmetric.
For all cases in which point kinetics calculations were
used to find the thetas, the method described in Appendix B
was applied, with inclusion of w0 and w terms in E' for
hw 0 >0.05 and hw I<min(-2,-1.2hX I), respectively. When point
kinetics was not used in Method 1, 6 was always taken to be
0.5 (i=l to I) and 60 chosen as described in each case. For
Method 2, when point kinetics calculations were not used,
O (s) was taken to be either s/h or 1. For simplicity, these
choices of e (s) will be indicated by e0=0.5 and e0=l' re-
spectively. For ramps, 0 . was chosen as 0.5 (i =0 to I) in
Method 1, and 0 (s) as s/h in Method 2, for all cases. The
reasons for these choices will be given later. The time
step was doubled at the end of any ramp that was followed by
a period during which reactor parameters remained constant.
The motivation for choosing 6 =0.5 (i=0 to I) or
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TABLE VII
Parameters for a Thermal Reactor
(all units in the CGS system).
Parameter Regions 1 & 3 Region 2
D 1.50 1.00
D2  0.50 0.50
Erl 0.026 0.020
Ea2 0.180 0.080
Es21 0.015 0.010
VEf 1  0.010 0.005
VEf 2  0.200 0.099
X1 = 1.0 v = 1.0x10 Erl E T1 - sll
X2 = 0.0 v 2 = 3.0x10 5  Ea2 E T2 - Es22
Group i 1 i
1 0.00025 0.0124
2 0.00164 0.0305
3 0.00147 0.111
4 0.00296 0.301
5 0.00086 1.14
6 0.00032 3.01
Regions 1 & 3: width = 40 cm, mesh size = 2.5 cm
Region 2 width = 160 cm, mesh size = 2.5 cm
k = 0.901527855
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TABLE VIII
Parameters for a Fast Reactor
(all units in the CGS system)-.
Parameter Core Blanket
D 2.0770 1.5480
D2 0.9322 0.9484
Erl 0.020010 0.016137
Ea2 0.015030 0.008703
Es21 0.014730 0.013070
VE f 0.008916 0.000216
VEf2 0.014230 0.000446
X, = 1.0 v 1 = 1.12x10 1 0  rl Tl sl
X2 = 0.0 v2 a2 T2~ s22
I=1 = 0.003 X = 0.065
Core: width = 70 cm, mesh size = 5 cm
Blanket: width = 48 cm, mesh size = 8 cm
k = 0.999996149
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Fig. 1. Geometry for a Thermal Reactor.
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Fig. 2. Geometry for a Fast Reactor.
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6(s)=s/h lies in the fact that, as seen in Sec. (3.6), they
yield a 0(h ) global accuracy. Other choices will be accu-
rate only to 0(h), globally. In practice, these choices
of thetas usually yields the best results, if fixed thetas
are to be used, except after steps or steep ramps in
prompt-subcritical reactors. In such cases, use of 60 =1
or 6(s)=1 will rapidly attenuate modes with large negative
time constants which would otherwise make the solution os-
cillatory.
Case A
In this first case vEf was increased everywhere by 0.4%
in a step fashion, in the thermal reactor. About 0.5 dol-
lars of reactivity was thereby added. Several methods were
used to perform the calculations. Some of the results are
presented in Table IX, which shows for several time step
sizes h, the fast flux in the middle of Region 1 or 3, at
t=0.5 sec and t=5 sec.
To obtain column A, Method 1 was used with thetas cal-
culated from point kinetics. Method 2 was also applied un-
der the same conditions, and led to essentially the same
results. Column B shows the same calculation as in column A
but with e0 taken as 1 for the first step. In column C we
used Method 2 with e0=1 for the first two steps and e0=0.5
from then on. Column D shows the results using Method 1
with o=l, for the first two steps, and 0 =0.5 thereafter.
TABLE IX
Flux Values for Case A.
* = 1 for first step
** 0 = 1 for first two steps
t p.k. = point kinetics thetas
h (A) (B) (C) (D) (E)Method 1 Method l* Method 2** Method 1** Method 1(sec) (=p.k.)t (6=p.k.)t (60=0.5) (60=0.5) (60 = 1)
.5 sec 5 sec .5 sec 5 sec .5 sec 5 sec .5 sec 5 sec .5 sec 5 sec
1.00 - 7.5669 - 7.5699 - 7.7400 - 7.9602 - 6.9793
0.50 3.1673 7.5658 2.9281 7.5667 2.9445 7.5142 2.9281 7.4253 2.9281 7.2591
0.25 3.1618 7.5664 3.1620 7.5668 3.0562 7.5578 3.0532 7.5429 3.0532 7.4090
0.10 3.1622 7.5654 3.1612 7.5660 3.1848 7.5653 3.1873 7.5655 3.1186 7.5023
0.05 3.1589 7.5652 3.1608 7.5659 3.1596 7.5658 3.1595 7.5658 3.1398 7.5339
EXACT $(0.0) = 1.4202, $(O.5) = 3.1609, $(5.0) = 7.5659
FLUX
--j
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This last calculation was repeated taking 60 =1 all the way,
results being presented in column E.
Not shown in the table are calculations done with the
Crank-Nicholson method (e0=0.5) and with Method 2 taking
0 =0 .5, as well as calculations analogous to those of col-
umns C and D but with e0 =1 for only the first step. The
Crank-Nicholson results and their counterparts for Method 2
were oscillatory, as expected from theory, yielding large
errors. The last two calculations tended to be slightly
less accurate than their counterparts, in C and D.
Examining Table IX we see that column A displays the
most accurate results, except when h is quite small. This
behavior is probably due to some very small oscillations in
the calculated thetas. The solution itself oscillates
slightly, but oscillations are small enough that the first
difference does not change sign. The theta oscillations are
greatly reduced by the procedure described above leading to
column B. Taking 60 =1 for the first time step makes the er-
rors decrease for small h but increase for large h as can be
seen by comparison of columns A and B.
In spite of these anomalies, the results in column A
are very good. This is no surprise, of course, since in
this case the assumption of constant flux shape is valid.
Comparison of columns C and D shows that Method 1 is slight-
ly better than Method 2 for this choice of thetas. The pro-
cedure used in TWIGL of choosing 60=1 all the way is clear-
ly the worse, except for the first two time steps when col-
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umns D and E coincide.
Case B
A transient was induced in the thermal reactor by a
step reduction of Ea2 in Region 1 by 1%. This is a tran-
sient in the delayed supercritical range. Results using
various methods are presented in Table X which shows, for
several values of h, the fast flux in the middle of Regions
1 and 3 for t=0.5 sec and t=5 sec.
Columns A and B correspond to calculations with Method
2 and Method 1, respectively, with e0=1 for the first time
step, and thetas calculated from point kinetics for subse-
quent time steps. Columns C and D display similar results
by Method 2 and Method 1 but with e0=0.5 after the first
time step. In column E we took 0 =1 for all time steps and
used Method 1.
Calculations corresponding to columns A and B were also
done without taking 0 =1 for the first step. While the cal-
culated value for the first step was much better, all subse-
quent steps had inferior results. Also oscillations of the
theta values took place; these were not present in the cal-
culations for columns A and B. Such behavior is understand-
able, in view of the large change in shape that takes place
in the first time step due to the fast modes (prompt jump).
The point kinetics estimation of thetas for this time step
is thus of little value.
TABLE X
Flux Values for Case B.
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)
o Method 2* Method 1* Method 2* Method 1* Method 1
h . (6=p.k.)t (O=p.k.)t (60=0 .5) (O =0.5) ( =1.0)
(sec) [.5 sec 5 sec .5 sec 5 sec .5 sec 5 sec .5 sec 5 sec .5 sec 5 sec
1 - 9.5801 - 9.5858 - 9.3946 - 9.0746 - 8.7727
1.00 3 - 2.3549 - 2.3568 - 2.3364 - 2.2981 - 2.2454
1 3.3579 9.5795 3.3366 9.5836 3.3579 9.6354 3.3366 9.7942 3.3366 9.1555
0.50 3 1.5607 2.3527 1.5583 2.3529 1.5607 2.3562 1.5583 2.3747 1.5583 2.2963
1 3.6310 9.5800 3.6333 9.5809 3.7867 9.5891 3.8036 9.6177 3.4972 9.3622
0.25 3 1.5903 2.3532 1.5906 2.3533 1.6071 2.3527 1.6092 2.3551 1.5757 2.3240
1 3.6352 9.5793 3.6355 9.5795 3.5845 9.5803 3.5783 9.5809 3.5815 9.4914
0.10 3 1.5914 2.3532 1.5914 2.3532 1.5874 2.3533 1.5867 2.3534 1.5852 2.3414
1 3.6355 9.5794 3.6356 9.5794 3.6399 9.5800 3.6404 9.5802 3.6090 9.5354
0.05 3 1.5912 2.3532 1.5912 2.3532 1.5907 2.3533 1.5906 2.3533 1.5883 2.3473
EXACT 1 $(.0) = 1.4202, $(0.5) = 3.6363, $(5.0) = 9.5799
FLUX 3 = 1.4202, = 1.5914, = 2.3533
* e0 = 1 for first step t p.k. = point kinetics thetas
H
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Calculations using the Crank-Nicholson method and its
equivalent for Method 2 were also performed. Solutions had
large errors and were oscillatory in nature.
Finally, columns D and E were recalculated using 0 =1
for the first two steps. The accuracy of the results was
similar to that shown for columns D and E in Table X.
Columns A and B of Table X are the most accurate re-
sults for the larger time step sizes, with column A only
slightly better, overall. Thus the two methods have about
the same accuracy, for thetas calculated from point kinet-
ics. Column C, however, displays generally better results
than column D, so that, at least for this case, when 60 =0.5
is used, Method 2 fares better. Comparing columns D and E,
one again sees the great improvement obtained by using 0=1
only at the first one or two steps.
Case C
This case involves a step reduction of Ea2 in Region 1
of the thermal reactor by 5%. Such a perturbation puts the
reactor in a prompt-critical state. Table XI shows the fast
flux at t=0.001 and 0.005 sec in the middle of Regions 1
and 3, calculated for several values of the time step h.
The results were obtained by two methods, the Crank-
Nicholson method, and Method 1 with thetas calculated from
point kinetics. The corresponding results obtained from
Method 2, with 60 =0.5 and point kinetics thetas, differ from
the Method 1 results by at most one unit in the last digit.
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TABLE XI
Flux Values for Case C.
h 0 CRANK-NICHOLSON THETA METHOD
(sec) 0.001 sec 0.005 sec 0.001 sec 0.005 sec
1 4.5981 130.06 4.5611 112.79
3 1.4242 2.4403 1.4239 2.2887
5x10_4 1 4.3711 111.49 
4.3552 107.68
3 1.4220 2.2782 1.4219 2.2445
-4 1 4.3448 107.61 4.3417 106.682.5x10
3 1.4214 2.2444 1.4214 2.2362
1x10_ 4  1 4.3274 106.57 
4.3274 106.44
3 1.4212 2.2354 1.4212 2.2342
5x10- 5  1 4.3236 106.42 
4.3236 106.42
3 1.4212 2.2341 1.4212 2.2341
EXACT 1 *(0)=1.4202, 0(0.001)=4.3231, $=(0.005)=106.37
FLUX 3 =1.4202, =1.4212, = 2.2337
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This behavior was expected because of the small h required
for the calculation of a prompt-supercritical transient.
Here we have a case in which the fundamental mode is
strongly dominant, and the point kinetics thetas produce
sizable improvements in accuracy. This improvement is par-
ticularly evident for the values at t=0.005 sec. The values
for t=0.001 sec with h=10 sec, and all values for h=5x10 5
sec coincide for both methods because, as stated previously,
the w0 terms were included in the point kinetics calculation
only for hw 0>0.05. Continued inclusion of such terms would
have kept the superiority of the theta method over the
Crank-Nicholson method. It can be seen from Table XI that,
for roughly comparable accuracy, it is necessary to use for
the Crank-Nicholson method time steps about half as large as
those used with the theta method.
Case D
In this case a transient is provoked by reducing the
absorption cross sections linearly in the right core of the
fast reactor by 0.5% during the time interval from t=O to
t=0.5 sec, and holding these values constant thereafter.
The result is a delayed supercritical transient. Table XII
shows, for several values of h, the fast flux at t=0.5 sec
for the middle points of the outer cores, for Methods 1 and
2 using e0=0.5.
For Method 1 this amounts to a modified Crank-Nichol-
son scheme given by
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TABLE XII
Flux Values for Case D.
h Core Method 1 Method 2(sec)
Left 1.7667 1.7481
0.50
Right 7.2318 7.0902
Left 1.7465 1.7400
o0.25
Right 7.0773 7.0279
Left 1.7383 1.7366
0.10
Right 7.0149 7.0019
Left 1.7368 1.7364
0.05
Right 7.0038 7.0002
Left 1.7364 1.7363
0.025
Right 7.0006 6.9997
EXACT Left $(0.0)=1.1443, $(0.5)=1.7363
FLUX Right =1.1443, =6.9995
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l = [I-h 1] [I+-hHO ]O'
It is seen from Table XII that the results using Method
2 are much better, in that the errors are two to three times
smaller for the same h, or in that one must roughly halve
the time step in Method 1 to match the accuracy of Method
2.
Methods 1 and 2 with 60 =0.5 are of comparable accuracy
in the constant parameter part of the transient, after t=0.5
sec. For this part we also used point kinetics thetas, in
which case Method 2 fared slightly better than Method 1.
Comparing values obtained for this case using point kinetics
thetas and 60=0.5, one concludes that, for both methods, the
00=0.5 choice is generally better for smaller h, the con-
verse being true for larger h.
Performing the same calculation as in Ref. (37) with
Method 1 shows that use of 0 0=0.5 yields better results than
the ones shown in that reference, using the thetas described
there.
A similar computation was performed for the thermal re-
actor in which we linearly reduced Za2 in Region 1 by 1% in
1 sec, and held the parameters constant from then on. The
results at the end of the ramp section, at t=1 sec, yielded
the same conclusion about the higher accuracy of Method 2
over Method 1, with 0 =0.5. For the constant parameter part
of the transient, after t=l sec, we found that again Methods
1 and 2 produced results of comparable accuracy. When point
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kinetics thetas were used, Method 2 was found again slightly
better than Method 1, which suffered from oscillation in its
thetas, for the larger h. At the early part of the constant
section (t%2 sec), the use of point kinetics thetas improved
results. However, later in time (t%5 sec), values obtained
with 0 =0.5 all the way were more accurate.
Case E
In this case we introduce a subcritical transient in
the thermal reactor by increasing Ea2 linearly in Region 1
by 3% from t=O to t=l sec, and keeping parameters constant
thereafter. In Table XIII we show, for several h, the val-
ues of the fast flux in the middle point of Regions 1 and
3 at t=l sec, using Methods 1 and 2 with 0 =0.5.
It can be seen from Table XIII that with Method 1, the
modified Crank-Nicholson method, results are better than
with Method 2, except for the smaller h when they both tend
to agree, as expected. Results for the constant reactivity
part of the transient, after t=1 sec, are not shown here.
They indicate however, that the Methods 1 and 2 give overall
results of comparable accuracy, either using 60=0.5 or
thetas from point kinetics.
Use of point kinetics thetas again improved the results
early in the constant parameter portion of the transient but,
as time increases and h decreases, they tend to have a lower
accuracy in comparison with the 0 =0.5 results. The thetas
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TABLE XIII
Flux Values for Case E.
(sec) Region Method 1 Method 2
1 0.49608 0.49077
0.50
3 1.3451 1.3438
1 0.49339 0.49208
0.25
3 1.3443 1.3440
1 0.49335 0.49328
0.10
3 1.3444 1.3444
1 0.49418 0.49418
0.05
3 1.3445 1.3445
1 0.49433 0.49432
0.025
3 1.3445 1.3445
EXACT 1 #(0.0)=1.4202, f(0.5)=0.49432
FLUX 3 =1.4202, =1.3445
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tend to oscillate after a while, the oscillations becoming
larger as h decreases, even yielding thetas outside the
range (0,1). The computer program used in the calculation
limits them to 0.1<6<1. Those thetas oscillations probably
account for the better accuracy of the calculations with a
fixed e0 of 0.5 for small h. Use of e0=1 for the first step0 0
after t=l sec would probably eliminate the theta oscilla-
tions and yield better results using point kinetics thetas
for the subsequent time steps, as was the case in the step
problems below prompt-critical analyzed before.
An analogous calculation was done for the fast reactor,
by linearly increasing the absorption cross sections of the
right core by 0.5% in 0.5 sec, and then holding it constant.
The value found at t=0.5 sec again shows Method 1 to be more
accurate than Method 2, with 0 =0.5. Calculations using
both methods and either e0=0.5 or point kinetics thetas were
all of similar accuracy for the flat portion of the tran-
sient.
It should be noted here that the conclusion about the
accuracy of Methods 1 and 2, for this subcritical ramp, is
the reverse of the one reached in the previous case of the
delayed supercritical ramp, for both the thermal and the
fast reactor.
4.4 Analysis of Space Kinetics Results
From the results of Sec. (4.2) it is hard to see any
general trend which would permit us to draw conclusions
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about which method is better. We saw in Case A that, for
the supposedly ideal case of constant shape, some form of
weak instability is reflected in the oscillations found in
the computed theta values. While this did not prove to be
a serious problem it is certainly an unpleasant fact, and
we found it useful to deal with it by the special procedure
of taking 60=1 for the first one or two steps.
When there is non-uniform reactivity insertion below
prompt-critical, either in step problems or in the constant
reactivity part after initial ramps, the use of point kinet-
ics thetas did improve the results for the larger values of
h as can be seen from the results for Cases B, D, E and F.
The additional computing time to find these parameters can,
however, be appreciable, and might be better put to use by
taking a smaller time step especially since, in some cases
the results based on computed thetas are less accurate then
those using e0=0.5. The above argument is even stronger for
ramp insertions and for this reason (as discussed in Sec.
(4.3)) it was decided to abandon the point kinetics thetas
for ramps in all cases calculated.
With respect to the relative merits of Methods 1 and 2
we found that, in delayed supercritical problems (Case D),
Method 2 produced better results for the ramp section of the
transient, for both the fast and the thermal reactor. That
would be a result of general interest if it were not for the
fact that the conclusion is reversed for the subcritical
problems considered in Case E. It may be, however, that the
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contrary behavior observed holds in general for the two sep-
arate classes of problems. We did not investigate this pos-
sibility in sufficient depth to justify such a general con-
clusion, however.
In prompt-supercritical problems, because of the neces-
sarily small time steps, Methods 1 and 2 essentially agree.
It was found, in Case C, that point kinetics thetas did
produce a significant improvement in accuracy. This is a
case in which a single mode is strongly dominant. In these
cases one might try to find the asymptotic period by some
simpler method and thus avoid the penalty imposed by the
point kinetics related calculations.
4.5 Additional Results for Space-Dependent Kinetics
We quote here other interesting results of our study in
which we compare the chosen methods with other variations.
We shall use the fast reactor with the same ramp as that de-
scribed in Case D.
First we compare Method 2 using O(s)=s/h (that is as-
suming L and F#_ to vary linearly between their initial and
final values) with another calculation using Eq. (3.12) in
which L(t) and F(t) are given their real values and only
4(t) is assumed to vary linearly. The latter is equivalent
to a linear spline approximation for the flux.
The errors for the fast flux in the middle points of
the three cores (left, middle, and right, respectively) for
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the two methods are shown in Table XIV, for t=0.5 sec. They
indicate that the linear spline method is far less accurate.
In trying to understand the reason for this, we consid-
er a linear L(t) and F(t) and take a linear flux approxima-
tion. This gives, for instance,
0 M (t+s)((t+s) ds = [(MO+-AM) +(MO+-AM) d]
where AM=M -M Thus, the operator at one third of the in-
terval operates on the initial flux, and the operator at two
thirds of the interval operates on its final value. In the
method we adopted one would have
1 h
1 M(t+s)f(t+s)ds = [M0$0+Ml ,]
so that the operator at a given time t acts on the flux for
the same time t. This fact, we conjecture, accounts for the
greater accuracy of Method 2 as compared to a linear spline
approximation, at least for cases below prompt-critical.
Another variation studied was to assume the varying
properties to be replaced by their average values during the
time step. It was also found to be much less accurate than
Methods 1 or 2 with 90 =0.5. For the case of a ramp, this
amounts to substituting for the ramp a series of steps with
the result that the global error, for time steps large in
comparison with the prompt mode time constant, becomes 0(h)
instead of 0(h 2 ) as shown in Sec. (2.4). The flux tends to
go through a series of prompt jumps at every time step, in-
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TABLE XIV
Percent Errors for a Delayed Critical Ramp.
h (sec) Core Linear L$, F# Linear $
Left 0.0181 4.31
0.10 Middle 0.0260 6.93
Right 0.0343 10.63
Left 0.00507 1.42
0.05 Middle 0.00730 2.28
Right 0.00960 3.50
Left <0.001 0.267
0.02 Middle <0.001 0.430
Right 0.00124 0.660
TABLE XV
Ratios of Relative Error and Time Step Size.
h (sec) Left Core Middle Core Right Core
0.020 1.82 2.92 4.47
0.010 1.89 3.04 4.67
0.005 1.92 3.09 4.73
0.0025 1.92 3.08 4.72
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stead of behaving smoothly as it should, and this in turn
introduces an 0(h) error as a qualitative graphical anal-
ysis would show. Thus, one concludes that the analysis of
Sec. (2.4) is relevant only for h extremely small.
Table XV shows the ratio of the relative error and the
time step size for the fast flux at the middle points of the
three cores of the fast reactor, at t=0.5 sec, for several
values of h. The conclusion is immediate that the errors
are indeed 0(h), for the time step sizes under considera-
tion. In these calculations we used Method 1 with point
kinetics thetas.
From the above results we infer that, for the point ki-
netics problem, the modified Crank-Nicholson method is prob-
ably also more accurate than the method of Chap. 2, for the
case of a ramp in the range below prompt-critical except,
perhaps, for slow ramps. This is because the latter method
uses constant average parameters during a time step.
Calculations were also done for a limited ramp in the
thermal reactor, reaching into the prompt-supercritical
range. Because of the small time steps needed to achieve a
significant accuracy, Methods 1 and 2 essentially coincide.
The ramp section was thus effectively treated by the modi-
fied Crank-Nicholson method, so there is nothing new here to
compare results with. In the constant parameter section,
improvement in accuracy by use of point kinetics thetas is
comparable with the results shown in Case 3, as would be
expected.
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We repeated some of the calculations mentioned before,
using a constant weight function, instead of the adjoint
flux for the initial state, to obtain the point kinetics pa-
rameters to find the thetas. The results for the cases ex-
plored did not differ greatly from the corresponding results
using adjoint weighting. We found that while overall accu-
racy is somewhat better for adjoint weighting in some in-
stances, this was not a systematic trend. In addition, we
observed that the oscillations in the theta values tend to
diminish with a constant weight function. Computation time
savings by using a constant weight function might be appre-
ciable, since it would eliminate all of the multiplications
required in the scalar products needed to find the point
kinetics parameters.
The use of point kinetics to calculate thetas for the
ramp section in the cases analyzed did not produce good re-
sults. In general we found 60~0.5, and deviations from this
value were due more to the numerical procedure adopted than
toa genuine deviation associated with the true point kinet-
ics solution. Methods to improve accuracy of the numerical
point kinetics calculation are straightforward but the com-
putational effort spent in such a task is hardly justified.
This prompted us to abandon point kinetics as a means of
finding thetas, and to use 0 =0.5 under all ramp conditions.
Good spectral coupling was observed for all transients.
That is, the ratios of fast to slow fluxes for all points in
both the thermal and the fast reactors deviated at most a
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few percent from steady-state values. This amount is quite
small when compared with the large asymmetry factors en-
countered in the transients analyzed. This fact confirms
our contention, made in Sec. (3.4), that the energy coupling
is much stronger than spatial coupling and justifies our use
of only one theta for all neutron energy groups, especially
since only one theta is used for all spatial points.
Finally, we made special modifications in the computer
code written to perform the calculations, in order to allow
a comparison between the computation time using point kinet-
ics thetas with that using predetermined thetas. It was
found that, with adjoint weighting, use of point kinetics
increased the computation time during a time step by about
50% for.the fast reactor (I=l) and by about 75% for the
thermal reactor (I=6). These numbers reflect both the time
spent to do the point kinetics calculations (a function of
I) and the time spent to obtain the point kinetics param-
eters, which depends not only on I but also on G and K (see
Chap. 3 for notation). This extra time would be somewhat
reduced by use of a constant weight function.
For higher dimensions and more neutron energy groups,
the fraction of time spent in point kinetics related com-
putations may decrease, since the time spent for the matrix
inversions required by implicit methods, will probably in-
crease at a faster rate than the time spent for computing
point kinetics thetas.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Conclusions for Point Kinetics
As the analysis of the point kinetics results in Sec.
(4.2) indicates, a great improvement is achieved in the sim-
ple Crank-Nicholson method by the addition of terms to treat
the eigenvalues w0 and/or o explicitly, at least in cases
of constant reactivity. This procedure allows much larger
time steps to be taken while maintaining errors acceptably
low, and yields a far superior accuracy for a given time
step size.
The Padd (2,0) method is also definitely superior to
the Crank-Nicholson method, for constant reactivity, and does
fairly well without an explicit treatment of any eigenvalue
in many practical cases. The o term is not essentially
needed for the Padd (2,0) approximation and the w term need0
be included only for cases near or above prompt-criticality.
The simple Padd (2,0) approximation does not exhibit the
oscillatory behavior sometimes observed in the Crank-Nichol-
son method.
In most instances, the method based on the Pads (1,1)
approximation produces better results than when the Padd
(2,0) expression is used in the present method. However,
halving the time step size h for the latter method will make
it more accurate than the first method with time step h.
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Since the Padd (1,1) method will, in many cases, require one
more eigenvalue (wI) treated explicitly, and since this ad-
dition will normally more than double the computation time
per step, we conclude that, usually, the method based on the
Pade (2,0) approximation will be faster, for the same accu-
racy.
For cases in which the reactivity changes with time,
addition of eigenvalue correction terms to the basic Padd
approximations did not produce significant improvements in
accuracy.
From the above, we can conclude that, for cases of
practical interest, the Padd (2,0) method with a criterion
to decide whether the w term should be treated explicitly,
plus some strategy for the choice of the time step size
will, in general, provide a very fast and accurate computa-
tional method for point kinetics calculations in general,
when the inversion scheme developed in Sec. (2.3) is used.
For cases in which a very precise treatment of the be-
ginning of transients is desired, the Pad6 (1,1) method with
inclusion of the w6 term is to be preferred, when w6 has a
large magnitude. Although one could also include the w6
term in the Padd (2,0) method, the error for the previous
method will be smaller for most cases, as can also be con-
cluded from the underlying theory.
The final conclusion is that the general method pre-
sented in Chap. 2, including the inversion scheme developed,
is particularly good for cases in which the reactivity can
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be represented by a series of steps and performs quite well
for more general cases.
5.2 Conclusions for Space-Dependent Kinetics
As stated in Sec. (4.3) it is difficult to draw general
conclusions about which of the methods used in the calcula-
tions is the best, because of the lack of a general trend.
On the other hand, some specific conclusions have been
reached as summarized below.
The theta method based on point kinetics, for either
Method 1 or Method 2, provides only a marginal improvement,
in most cases, over these same methods with properly chosen
fixed thetas. In some problems, the calculated thetas exhi-
bit an oscillatory behavior that degrades the accuracy.
Such behavior was even observed in a case of constant flux
shape.
The point kinetics thetas did improve the accuracy
(with respect to suitably chosen fixed thetas) in certain
problems, when reactor parameters were constant for a period
of time, but that improvement was, in many cases, restricted
to the beginning of such period. Also, as the time step
size decreased, point kinetics thetas tended to make results
less accurate as compared to those obtained from properly
chosen fixed thetas.
Methods 1 and 2 produce results of comparable accuracy.
In subcritical problems, Method 1 was always better, the
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converse being true for delayed supercritical transients.
The two Methods (1 and 2) essentially agree for prompt-
supercritical transients, because of the necessarily small
time steps one has to take in such cases.
A case in which there was a significant improvement
in accuracy with the point kinetics thetas was that of a
prompt-supercritical step. This is a case in which one mode
is strongly dominant. We feel, however, that one might try
to find the asymptotic period in such cases by some simpler
method and then use it to determine asymptotic thetas, to
get a similar improvement without the need for the point ki-
netics calculations.
One definite conclusion reached was that use of 0 =1
for only the first one or two time steps of the calculation
yields much better results than using 60=1 for all time
steps. This conclusion applies to cases in which using
0 =0.5 all the way would produce large errors and oscilla-
tions, as in cases below prompt-criticality where a con-
stant reactivity section of a transient is preceded by a
jump (step) or steep ramp. The decision of how steep the
ramp is will depend on the problem at hand, as will the
choice of how many steps to take with 60 =1.
Another interesting conclusion, valid at least for the
range below prompt-criticality, is that the approximations
of linear LO and F0 produce far better results than those
obtained using the real L(t) and F(t) and then approximating
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((t) by a straight line. This result suggests that higher
order spline approximations for the time variable might be-
come more accurate if applied to L4 and F4 rather than to
' alone.
For reactors below prompt-critical at least, use of the
constant parameter approximation, in which varying quanti-
ties are replaced by their average during the time step, al-
so fared much worse when compared to the linear L$ and F#
approximations. The constant parameter approximation turns
out to be 0(h) in the prompt-subcritical range, instead of
0(h 2), and becomes 0(h 2) only for very small values of h.
The computation of the thetas using point kinetics took
about 50% to 75% longer during the time step calculations,
when adjoint weighting was used. Use of a constant instead
of the adjoint flux as a weight function was also explored
and found to yield results of comparable accuracy, with some
savings in computation time.
Therefore, it is our final conclusion that the use of
methods based on point kinetics calculations to find better
integration parameters 0 for the theta method are not worth
the computational effort required.
5.3 Recommendations for Further Research
The time step size that both the theta method and our
point kinetics method can take, with satisfactory accuracy,
is already quite large, in comparison with some other meth-
ods. While it can be argued that extending this time step
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much longer might produce the unwanted effect of having the
flux grow so much that the feedback effects will be impre-
cisely accounted for, it must not be forgotten that, usually,
methods that can take larger time steps mantaining a cer-
tain accuracy, have smaller errors for a given time step.
Having smaller errors is, of course, a desirable feature.
In this vein, we make the recommendations that follow.
For point kinetics, one direction in which some addi-
tional study could be done is that of finding a better treat-
ment for the case of reactivity varying in a general man-
ner. A more difficult task would be to include feedback di-
rectly into the solution method. It appears to us, however,
that an extension of the general method of Chap. 2 in these
directions does not seem to offer much promise.
The theta method, as considered in this thesis, is
based on the idea of finding space-independent 0-parameters
that would improve the accuracy of the time integration of
the space-dependent equations. It is our recommendation
that the theta method as such should not be pursued further,
as there appears to be little room for improvement over
simpler choices of thetas like 0.5 and 1.
A possible extension of the theta method, that does
deserve some exploring, is that of finding space (and ener-
gy) dependent thetas that could improve the accuracy, along
the lines described in Ref. (47) for the heat conduction
equation. There, a 0-matrix is found and incorporated direct-
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ly in the differencing scheme to produce a difference equa-
tion of higher accuracy. If this could be done for the re-
actor case without too much extra computational effort it
would certainly be worthwhile.
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Appendix A
CALCULATION OF THE EIGENVALUES OF LARGE MAGNITUDE
In what follows, we present a procedure to find the val-
ues of one or .both of the two extreme eigenvalues of the
point kinetics matrix A, which are the algebraically largest
and smallest roots of the inhour formula, Eq. (2.3).
The calculation of w0 or w can be done by table lookup
and interpolation, by using the Newton-Raphson method, or by
a combination of both schemes. In this last method, a first
guess is obtained from a table lookup and the Newton-Raphson
method is used to improve upon the initial guess to any de-
sired degree of accuracy.
The Newton-Raphson method can be shown to converge in
the following cases:
a) For w0 , with some initial guess wo such that
0
- (0 ) < 0
A1  0 <wo
(0)b) For og, with some initial guess wo such that
(0)
IA) <I < I
It can also be shown that w <a<w0 and that, if a has a
large enough magnitude, it is already a good approximation
for one of the roots and can, thus, be used as a good first
guess for that root.
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The Newton-Raphson expression is derived from Eq. (2.3)
and is given by
I ( j) 2
W(j+l) i=1 d 1+ 2
1
In practice, with reasonable first guesses, two to five
iterations are enough to achieve an accuracy of one part in
5105. In order to appreciate the amount of work involved in
the above calculations we estimated the computer time neces-
sary to do one iteration, which, by efficient programming,
can be reduced to 31 additions and subtractions, 41 multi-
plications and (I+1) divisions, for I precursor groups. If
we take I=6 and assume t, =2 ysec, t, 4 y'sec and t. =
7 ysec (approximately the IBM 360/65 times) one would spend
about 180 psec per iteration which, for comparison, is about
the time needed to calculate two exponentials in single
precision (in the IBM 360/65).
We can see, therefore, that the amount of work spent in
the calculation of the desired roots is not unduly large,
particularly in view of the relatively large time step sizes
one will be able to take with the present method.
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Appendix B
CALCULATION OF THE PARAMETERS THETA
In this appendix we describe the procedure used to find
the thetas for use in Eq. (3.10) when based on a point ki-
netics calculation. The notation adopted in Chap. 2 is used
throughout except when otherwise noted.
The case of constant parameters is dealt with by direct
use of the methods of Chap. 2. For Method 1 we write Eq.
(3.18) in the form
(T-T0)= A[6 +(I-6) 1
where O=diag[6 0 1 62 ... e ] From this and Eq. (2.2)
without source we get
[(hA) (e hA_) - [e hA_ (1)
which, as we shall see, is defined even if A does not have an
inverse. Using Eq. (2.8) with f(hA) given by the Padd (1,1)
approximation, f 1 (hA), we get
hwk
e, - f(hw )
[g(hA) + L I hk k 0k k
e[g(hA) + 1'{ehwk - f(hwk }ukk TTO (2)
k
with g(hA)=[I- hA] 1hA, from which 0 can be calculated. Note
t1
that, if no terms are included in V', 0=-I.2
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If the Pad6 (2,0) approximation, f2 (hA), is used, there
will, in general, be one less term in E'. But the computa-
tion of the expressions that replace g(hA) will be more com-
plicated. Since the error is smaller for the Pad6 (1,1)
approximation, we decided to use it here.
We adopt the above procedure (i.e. Eq. (2)) to find the
thetas since it is computationally simpler, and since it
eliminates much of the error arising from the fact that Eq.
(3.18) sometimes forms a quasi-singular system for the
thetas. Equation (2) mathematically cancels the singulari-
ties due to small h or to the fact that A is singular when
p=0.
For the case of constant parameters, Eq. (1) can also
be intepreted as representing
1 '(t+s)ds - 0 O( 1 0) (3)
as can readily be verified by use of Eq. (2.2).
For Method 2 we determine 60 and 0? directly, rather0 1
than finding O(s) and then using Eq. (3.14). When the defi-
nition of O(s) in Eq. (3.19) and the expression for e0 in
Eq. (3.14) are applied, Eq. (3) shows that e0 is the same
for both Methods 1 and 2, and can thus be calculated using
part of Eq. (2).
Equation (3.14) for 6! and T. leads to
1. 1
-hX.
e n(t+s)ds - T n hp. - Tin
n - n0 n 17-n 0
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where (n1-n0 ) can be obtained in the process of calculating
60'
Note that we could try also to decrease the error in
the numerator by writing it in the form
l{ ,ci1 -c iO
h - c ) + (1-T) ci 0}
where the first part could be obtained by evaluating
[e hA-I-hA] -0 by a procedure similar to that used in Eq.(2).
We have not implemented this procedure, however.
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Appendix C
PROOF OF EQUIVALENCE OF NORMS
The L2 norm was. defined in Sec. (3.6) as being
Hull = [lu(r) |2dV]1/ 2 = [u 2w2] 1/2
n n
the last form applying to spatially discrete functions or
vectors (supervectors).. The supervector index n depends
both on the spatial index k and on the position index in
u(rk). Here, w are integration weights, proportional to
Ar and related to the interpolation procedure chosen to make
the discrete functions continuous.
The Euclidean norm of a vector (or supervector) is sim-
ply
[T V]1/2 [j2]1/21lv|' = [vnv = [Zvn
n
so that, by defining Q=diag[w ], we can write the relationn
between the L2 norm and the Euclidean norm as
Now, for a matrix H we have, by definition,
||HI| = max ||H.u|| = max ||QHuj'
u||=1 ||Qu||' =1
= max IIHQ~xIx|' = |IHQlhh
x_1'1=1
where we made Qu=x and used the definition of the Euclidean
norm of a matrix (23)
In general
w
11H 1= 11HQ'III < |1 ' 11IItHI|'| -11 m axIIH J
min
and
||H|I' = || ' QHQ' QI '  I 1 |' 11HQ 1 ipV 1 max| H
m.n
so that
kuHN' < ||H|| < KIHII
where K=l/k>w m/wmin is a fixed constant, if the spatial
mesh size is shrunk to zero uniformly, that is, if
Ar /Armin is bounded by some constant.
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Appendix D
INPUT CARDS FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS
D.1 Point Kinetics Programs
Card 1: FORMAT(Il0,4D10.0). For the method based on
Padd (1,1).
FORMAT (Il0 , 3D10. 0) . For the method based on
Pad6 (2,0).
NPG = number of neutron precursor groups, I.
HWS(l) = HWS = number such that, if hw >HWS, the w term is0 0
included in Z', Eq. (2.8).
HWS(2) = number such that, if hw I<min(HWS(2),-1.2hX ) , the
o term is included in E', Eq. (2.8). Not used
with Padd (2, 0) .
OMTOL = relative error for the computation of w and w .
LAMBDA = neutron generation time, A.
Card 2: FORMAT(6D10.0)
(BETA(I),I=l,NPG) = delayed neutron fractions, f3.
Card 3: FORMAT(6D10.0)
(LAM(I) , I=lNPG) = decay constants, X..
Card 4: FORMAT(Il0,4D10.0) . One card for each time
zone.
NPRINT = solution printed every NPRINT steps.
H = time step size, h.
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TZ
RHOO
= end time for the time zone.
= initial value of the reactivity for the time zone,
PO'
DRHO = derivative of the reactivity with respect to time
for the time zone, P0'
Observations: (a) p(t)=p0 +pt.
(b) the programs treat only problems without
external source, in their present version.
(c) to run several cases the whole set of
cards described before (1 to 4) is repeat-
ed as many times as there are cases, with
a blank card separating the set of cards
for consecutive cases.
D.2 One-Dimensional Space-Kinetics Program
Card 1: FORMAT(5I5)
NREG = number of homogeneous reactor regions (<10).
NPTS = number of spatial points whose fluxes are to be
printed out (<16).
II = number of delayed neutron groups, I (<6).
IREAD = 1, if initial flux and adjoint are to be read in;
blank, otherwise.
IPUNCH = 1, if calculated initial flux and adjoint are to
be punched out; blank, otherwise.
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Card 2: FORMAT(16I5)
(KPRINT(N) ,N=lNPTS) = spatial mesh point numbers of points
whose fluxes will be printed out.
Card 3: FORMAT(2D10.0)
CRITOL = relative errors for eigenvalue (k ff and for point-
wise flux and adjoint.
OVER = overrelaxation parameter, between 1 and 2.
Card 4: FORMAT(4D10.0)
(V(G) ,G=l,2) = group velocities, v .
g
(CHIO(G),G=l,2) = prompt neutron spectrum, X0g'
Card 5: FORMAT(6D10.0)
(BETA(I) ,I=lII) = delayed neutron fractions, f3.
Card 6: FORMAT(6D10.0)
(LAM(I),I=lII) = decay constants, Xi.
Card 7: FORMAT(6D10.0). One card for each neutron
energy group.
(CHII(G, I) ,I=l,II) = delayed neutron energy spectrum Xig
Card 8: A set of two cards for each reactor region.
Card 8-A: FORMAT(8D10.0)
(D(G),G=l,2) = diffusion constants, D .
((SIG(GG') ,G'=l, 2), G=l, 2) = cross section matrix, E',
g
ETg gg9
(SFN (G) , G=1, 2) = neutron production cross sec-
tions, v .fg
Card 8-B: FORMAT(2D10.0)
X = width of the region.
KINT = number of mesh intervals in the region.
Card 9: FORMAT(4D20.0). One card for each interior
mesh point, if IREAD=l.
(FLUX(G,K),G=1,2) = initial flux, 0 gk*
(ADJ(G,K),G=l,2) = initial adjoint, 0*gk*
Card 10: FORMAT(I5)
NTZ = number of time zones.
Card 11: A set of (NREG+l) cards for each time zone.
Card 11-A: FORMAT(I5,D10.0)
IRAMP = 0 if step, 1 if ramp.
TZ = end time for the time zone.
Card 11-B: FORMAT(4D10.0). One card for each reactor
region.
(DSA(G),G=l,2) =(E ag) if step, or d(I )/dt, if ramp.
(DSFN (G) , G=l, 2)= A(v fg ) if step, or d(v fg )/dt, if ramp.
Card 12: FORMAT(2D10.O,Il0). One for each time zone.
H = time step size.
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sgg'
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HPRINT = printing time interval.
NT1 = method selection number: ifNTl>0 we have the first
NTl steps with e0=1 and subsequent steps using
point kinetics thetas; if NT1<0 we have first
-(1+NT1) steps using 60=1 and subsequent steps
using 00=0.5.
Observations: (a) E(0+)=E(0~)+AE, if step and E(t)=E(0)+tZ,
if ramp. For constant parameter zone
without initial jump it is more efficient
to take step with AE=0 instead of ramp
with $=0.
(b) the maximum number of inner mesh points
is 100.
(c) the program treats only two-group slab
reactors with zero flux boundary conditions
at both boundaries.
(d) to run the same problem with different H,
HPRINT, or NTl repeat card set 12 (NTZ
cards) as many times as desired, separating
consecutive sets by a blank card.
(e) to run different transients for the same
reactor, repeat card sets10 to 12 as many
times as desired, separating consecutive
transients by a card with 1 punched in the
first column.
(f) to run different transients in different
120
reactors, repeat all cards sets from 1 to
12, as many times as desired, separating
consecutive cases by a card with 2 punched
in the first column.
(g) any combination of possibilities described
in items (d) , (e) , and (f) is permitted.
(h) logical unit 8 is used for input/output so
that a control card for FT08FOO1 has to be
included.
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Appendix E
LISTINGS OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
(only in first six copies)
The following pages contain the source listings of the
computer programs enumerated below, which were used to do
the calculations in this thesis.
E.l Point Kinetics Programs
E.1.1 Method Based on the Padd (2,0) Approximation
a) MAIN PROGRAM
b) FUNCTION REACT
c) SUBROUTINE ROOT
E.1.2 Method Based on the Pad4 (1,1) Approximation
a) MAIN PROGRAM
b) FUNCTION SUM
c) SUBROUTINE ROOT
d) SUBROUTINE NEWRAP
E.2 One-Dimensional Space-Kinetics Program
a) MAIN PROGRAM
b) SUBROUTINE INPUT
c) SUBROUTINE PREP
d) SUBROUTINE CRITIC
e) SUBROUTINE INVERT
f) SUBROUTINE POP
g) SUBROUTINE THETA (for Method 1)
SUBROUTINE THETA (for Method 2)
h) SUBROUTINE POINTK (for Method 1)
SUBROUTINE POINTK (for Method 2)
i) SUBROUTINE ROOT
j) SUBROUTINE SOURCE
PAIN PROGRAM
PETHCD BASED ON THE PADE (2,0) APPROXIMATION
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HC-Z)
COMMCN LAMBDA,LAM(6) ,EETA(6) ,M(6),ROALFAOMTCLNPG
COMMCN /TABLE/ WWS ,#l(20) ,ROT(2C)
CIMENSION PHIO(6),PHIl(6),P(6),A1(6),A2(t),81(6),B2(6),8(6)
REAL*8 LAMBDA, LAM, IV
LOGICAL RAMP, CYAD
C ARITI-METIC STATEMENT FUNCTION
FEXP(X)=1.0/(i.G-X+C.S*X**2)
C INPUT DATA.
1I1 hRITE (6,102)
IC2 FORMAT ('1********NFUT DATA*********')
REAC(5,3) NPC,HWS,OMTCL,LAMBDABETALAM
3 FORMAT( Il0,3C10.0/(6C10.0))
WRITE(6,4) NFGiHWSOIPlOLLAMBDA,(BETA(I), I=1,NPG)
4 OFDRMAT ('ONPC= 'II,8),HW*=',1PD6.2,8X,'CMEGA ERROR=',D8.2,8X,'LA'
IEDA=', D1C.4/'CBETAS' /fG15.5)
WRITE(6 5) (LAM(I) I=lNPG)
5 FORMAT('OLAMEDAS'/1P6G15.5)
C INITIAL CALCLLATIONS tND CONDITICNS.
%=40.0
CO 6 N=1,20
WT(N)=W
ROTM()=REACT(W)
6 W=0.7*W
PHIOC=1. C
EETAT=O. C
CC 8 I=1,NPG
EETAT=BETAT+eETA( I)
M(I)=BETA(I)/LAMBDA
8 PHIO(I)=M(I)/LAM(I)
WRITE(6,9) BETATNPG,FI00,(PHIO(I), I=1,NPG)
9 OFORMAT(I'0BETA='lPD13.5/'0INITIAL VALUES, PHI(0) TC PHI(',Ii,')*/7D
C
C
C
C
MAIN0001
MAIN0002
MA IN0003
MAINOC4
MA IN0005
MAIN0006
MAIN0007
MAIN0008
MAIN0009
MAIN0010
MAINO0ll
MAINOO12
MAINO013
MAINO014
MAIN0015
MAIN0016
MAINO017
MAIN0018
MAIN0019
MAIN0020
MAINO021
MAIN0022
MAIN0023
MAINO024
MAIN0025
MAIN0026
MAINO027
MAIN0028
MAIN0029
MAINO030
MAIN0031
MAIN0032
MAIN00313
MAIN0034
MAIN0035
MAIN0036
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C
I 15.6)
FREPARATICN CF TIME ZCNE.
7=0. C
HOLC=0.0
1C6 REAC(5,1,END=21) NPRIDT,H,TZ,RH0CDRHO
1 FORMAT(I10,4C10.0)
IF(NPRINT.EQ.0) GG TC 101
WRITE(6,2) H,TZRH00,CRHC
2 CFORMAT('GNEW TIME ZONtE'/'0H=',1PD10.4,5X,'END TIME=',G10.4,5X,'RH
10=',Gil.4,5X,'DPHG/DT='Gil.4/)
IT= (TZ-T) /H+0.1
KPRIAT=0
IF(H.EQ.HCLC) GO TO IC4
HOLD=H
P1=1.0
S=1 .0
CC [CJ I=1,NPG
TEMP=H*LAM(I)
TEMP1=TEMF+1.0
P(I)=1.0/(TEMPl**2+1.C)
A2(1)=H*P(I):*P(I)
Al(I)=A2(I)*lEMP1
P=R1+A2(I)*(TEMP+2.Cl
S=S+A2(I)*TENP
B2(I )=TEMP*P (I)
El (I )=82 (I) *TEMP1
103 P(I)=2.04P(I)
S2=S**2
HH=H/LAMECA
lS=HWS/H
PHCS=REACT(WS)
1C4 CRHC=DRHC*H
RAMP=DRHC ONE .0.0
RO=RHOO
IF(RAMP) RO=FO-0.5*CDFKC
CO 20 K=1,IT
MAIN0037
MAIN0038
MAIN0039
MAIN0040
MAIN0041
MAIN0042
MAIN0043
MAIN0044
MAIN0045
MAIN0046
MAIN0047
MAIN0048
MAINO049
MAIN0050
MAIN0051
MAIN0052
MAINO053
MAIN0054
MAIN0055
MAIN0056
MAIN0057
MAIN0058
MAIN0059
MAIN0060
MAIN0061
MAIN0062
MAIN0063
MAIN0064
MAIN0065
MAIN0066
MAIN0067
MAIN0068
MAINO069
MAIN0070
MAIN0071
MAIN0072
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C INITIATE TIME STEP CALCULATICNS.
IF(RAMP) RO=F0+CRHO
iC IF(.NOT.RAMP.ANC.K.GT.1) GO TO 110
ALFA=(RO-BETAT) /LAMC t
F=RI-HH*RC
P2=R**2
CYAD=RO.GT.RHOS
IF(CYAC) CALL RCOT
110 T=T+H
C CALCULATICN CF "EXP"(A)*PHIO(I).
TEMP=2.0/(R2+S2)
Cl=R*TEMP
C2=S*TEMF
TEwPl=PHI00
TEMP2=0.C
CO 11 I=1,NPC
TEMPl=TEMF1+El(I)*PIC(I)
11 TEMP2=TEMP2+E2(I)*PHIC(I)
PHI10=C2*TEMF1+Cl*TEfF2
TEMP3=Cl*TEMF1-C2*TEPF2
CO 12 I=1,NPCG
12 PHI1(I)=PHIlC*Al(I)+TEMP3*A2(I)+P(I)*PHIC(1)
IF(.NOT.CYAC) GO TO 11
FW=F*W
TEMP1=PHICO
TEMP=DEXP(HW)-FEXP(H )
TEMP2=1.0
CO 13 I=1,NPG
A=LAfv(I)+W
E(I)=M(I)/A
TEMP3=LA (U )/A
TEMP2=TEMP2+TEMP3*B (I)
13 TEMP1=TEI'Fl+FHIC(I)*7EPP3
TEMP=TEMP1*TEMP/TEMP2
TEMP1=TEPF/HW
PHIlC=PHIlO+TEMP
MAIN0073
MAIN0074
MAIN0075
MAIN0076
MAIN0077
MAIN0078
MAIN0079
MAIN0080
MAIN0081
MAINO082
MAIN0083
MAINO084
MAIN0085
MAIN0086
MAIN0087
MAIN0088
MAIN0089
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CO 14 I=1,NP
14 PHIl(I)=PH-Il(I)+TEMP*E(I)
17 FHIO0=PHI10
CO 16 I=1,NPG
16 PHIO (I )=PHIl1(1)
PRIAT=KPRINT+1
IF(KPRINT.NE.NPRINT) (0 TO 20
XPRINT=0
WRITE(6,18) 1,PFI10,(FHIl(I),I=1,NPG)
18 FORMAT(" T=',F7.3,1 SEC;',3X,'N=',1PD14.6,';
C END CF TIME STEP CALCLLATIONS
2C CONTINUE
GO TC 106
21 STOP
END
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FUNCTION REACT(0)
C CALCULATION CF THE REACTIVITY AS A FUNCTICN CF OPECA.
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,C-Z)
COMMCN LAMBD,LAM(6),EETA(6),M(6),RO,ALFA,0MTOLNPC
REAL*8 LAMBDA,LAM,M
REACT=LAMBEDA
CO 1 I=1,NPG
I REACT=REACT+EETA(I)/(LAM(I)+W)
REAC T=REACT*I
RETURN
ENC
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SUBRCUTIAE RCOT
FOR USE IN TIE
CALCULATICN CF
PADE(2,0) BASED METHOD
CMEGA (C).
IMFLICIT REAL*8 (A-HC-Z)
COMMON LAMBDA,LAM(6),EETA
COMMON /TABLE/ WWSkI(20
REAL*8 LA1 ,LtBDA, M
CO 2 N=1,20
IF (RC.LT.ROT (N) ) GO TC 2
W=WT (N)
CO TO 3
2 CONTINUE
3 i=DMAX1( ALF A ,mS, w)
4 W~O=W
SUMl=ALFA
SUM2=1.0
CO 1 I=1,NPG
TEMP1=W+LAM(I)
TEMP=LAM(I)*(I)/TEMFI**2
SUM1=SUM1+(TEMP1+W)*TEP
SUM2=SUM2+TEvP
W=SUt1/SUM2
IF((W-WO)/W.GT.CMTOL) GO
RETURN
END
(6),M(6),RO,ALFA,OMTCL,NPG
) ,ROT(2C)
C
C
C
C
TO 4
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MAIN PROGRAM
PETHCD BASED CN THE FACE (1,1) APPROXIMATION
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,C-Z)
CCOMMON /CMI/WS(2),RH-CS (2),RO,ALFA,CMTOL /CM2/EETA(6) ,LAM(6),LAMBCA
1,NPG
CIMENSION A(6),E(6),.h(2),PHIO(6) ,PHIl(6),THETA(6),IND(2) ,HWS(2)
REAL*8 LAMBDA, LAM, ML(6)
C ARITIMETIC STATEMENT FUNCTION
FEXP(X)=(2.0+X)/(2.0->)
C INPUT DATA.
1C1 WRITE (6,102)
1C2 FORMAT ('1*********INFLT DATA*********#)
READ(5,3) NPC,HWSOMTCLLAMBCA,BETA,LAM
3 FORMAT(I10,4C10.0/(6CIO.0))
WRITE(6,4) NPG,HWS, OFTOLLAMBDA, (BETA( I) , I=1,NPG)
4 OFORMAT('ONPG= ,I1,8Y,'HW1*=',1PC10.2,5X,'HW2*=',D10.2,8X,OMEGA
IRROR=',De.2,EX,'LAMBCA=',D10.4/'CBETAS'/6015.5)
WNRITE(6,5.) (LAMMI, I=1,NPG)
5 FORPAT('OLAMEDAS'/1P6(15.5)
C INITIAL CALCLLATIONS AND CONDITICNS.
PH I00=1.0
CO 8 I=1,NPG
MU (I )=BETA( I)/LAMBDA
8 PHIO (I )=MU( I)/LAM( I)
BETAT=SUP (NPCBETA)
WRITE(6,9) BETATNPGFFIC0,(PHIO(I),I=1,APG)
9 CFORMAT('0BETA='1PG13.5/'01NITIAL VALUES, PHI(O)
115.6)
C FREPARATICN CF TIME ZCNE.
T=O.C
1C6 READ(5,1,END=21) NPRITH,TZRH0CDRHO
1 FCRMAT(IlO,4C10.0)
IF(NPRINT.EQ.0) GO TC 101
WRITE(6,2) -,TZRH00,ERHO
E
TO PHI(',,)'P/7D
C
C
C
C
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2 OFORMAT('ONEW TIME ZCtE'/'OH=',IPC10.4,5X,'END
1C=Gil.4,5X,'DRHO/DT=',G11.4/)
IT=(TZ-T)/H+C.1
IH=C.5*H
ETA=1.0/HH
CO 7 N=1,2
WS(N)=HWS(N) /H
IF(N.EQ.2) WS(2)=DMIhl(-1.2*LAM(NPG),WS(2))
00 6 I=ldPG
6 A(I )=BETA(I )/(LAM( I )+4S(N))
7 FHCS(N)=hS(N)*(LAMBCA4SUM(NPGA))
CO 2C K=1,IT
C INITIATE TIME STEP CALCULATIONS.
RC=RHOO
IF (CRHO.EQ.C.C) GO TC 10
PHC1=RH00+H*1RI-U
PO=(RHOl+RHCC) /2.0
FHCO=RH01
IC IF(DRHO.EC.0.0.ANC.K.(T.1) GO TO 110
ALFA=(RO-BETAT)/LAMBCA
CALL ROOT(1, INC(1),W(I))
CALL R0OT(2,IND(2),d(2))
110 T=T+H-
C CALCLLATION CF "EXP"(A)*P-I0(I).
TEMP=1.0-RO/(LAMBDA*ElA)
TEMP1=PHICO
CO 11 I=1,NPG
A(I)=ETA-+LAM(1)
FHI1(I)=ETA/A(I)
(I )=MU( I )/A (I)
TEMP=TEMP+B (I)
11 TEMP1=TEMF1+LAM (I )/A ( I)*PHI0 (I)
TEMP=TEMP1/TEMP
EC 12 I=1,NPC
12 PHI1(I)=PFII(I)*PHIO(I)+TEMP*B(I)
THETAO=ALFA*IEMP
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C£ 13 1=1,NPC
TEMPl=PHIl( I,)*LAM(1)
THETA0=THETAC+TEMP1
THETA(I)=(MU(I)*TEMP-TEMPI)*HH
13 PHIl(I )=PHI1 (I)+THETA(I)
THETA0=THETAC*HH-
PHI lC=THETA0+TEMP
CO 15 N=1,2
IF(IND(N).EC.0) GO TC 15
FW=H*W(N)
IF(CABS(HW-2.0).GT.i.CE-5) GO
WRITE (6,112)
112 FORMAT('0***** ERROR: FEXP IS
GO TC 101
113 TEMP=DEXP(HW)-FEXP(k)
TEMPl=PHICO
TEMP2=1. C
CO 14 I=iNPC
A(I)=LAM(I)+W(N)
B(I)=MU(I)/AM(I)
TEMP3=LAP(I )/A( I)
TEMP2=TEMF2+TEMP3*8M(I)
14 TEMPl=TE Pl+FHIC(I)*TEMP3
TEMP=TEMPI*TEMP/TEMP2
TEMP1=TEt"F/HlR
THETAO=THETAC+TEMP1
FHIl0=PHIIO+TEMP
0 115 I=1,NFG
THETA( I )=THETA( I )+TEvF1*B(I)
115 PHI1(I)=PHIl(I)+TEMP*E(I)
15 CONTINUE
CALCULATICN CF THETAS.
TEMP=PHIl0-Pl-I00
IF(CABS(TEMP/PHIl0) .l.l.E-7)
THETA0=T-ETAC/TEVP
PHICC=PHIO
TO 113
SINGULAR, HW=2. *****')
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TEPP=2.0*THETAO
C
CO 16 I=1,NPG-
TEMP=PHIl(I)-PfiIO(I)
IF(DABS(TEMP/PHI1(I)).LT.1.E-5) TEMP=2.0*THETA(I)
THETA( I )=THETA( I)/TEPF
16 PHIC(I)=PHIl(I)
IF(MM0(K,NPRINT).NE.C) GO TO 20
WRITE(6,18) T,PHIl0,(FHIIl(I), I=1,NPG),THETAO,(THETA(I),
18 OFORMAT(I T=',F7.3,' SEC;',3X,'N=',1PD14.6,'; CI=0,6012
1ETA0=',0PF1O.6,'; T1ETA(I)=',6F10.6)
C END OF TIME STEP CALCLLATIONS
2C CONTINUE
GO TC 106
21 STOP
END
1=1 ,NPG)
.4/1OX,' TH
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FUNCTION SUM
IMPLICIT REA
C SUMMATION FU
LIMENSION A(
SUM=A(1)
IF(N.EQ.1) R
CO 1 I=2,N
1 S UM=StUM+A(I)
RETURN
END
(NA)
L*8 (A-FC-Z)
NCTION, INDEX I TC N.
N)
ETURN
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SUBRCUTINE RCOT(KI ,)
C
C FOR USE IN TEE PADE(1,1) BASED METHOD
C
C CALCULATION CF EXTREPE ROOTS OF INHOUR FCRMULA.
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HC-Z)
COMMCN /CM'1/ WS(2) , RHC (2),ROALFACMTOL
I=0
IF(RHOS(1).GT.RC.ANC.I<.EQ.1.CR.RI-OS(2).LT.RO.AND.K.EQ.2) RETURN
W=WS(K)
I=1
IF(ALFA.GT.W.AND.K.EC.l.CR.ALFA.LT.W.AND.K.EQ.2) W=ALFA
NIT=C
1 k0=W
A IT=NI T+1
CALL NEWRAP (RO,WOW)
IF ((W-WC)/W.GT.OMTOL) GC TO 1
RETURN
EN C
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SUBROUTINE NEWRAP (RC,WOW)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HC-Z)
COMMCN /CM2/ BETA(6),LAM(6),LAMBDA,NPG
REAL*8 LAMBDA, LAM, PL(6)
SUM1=RO
SUM2=LAMBCA
CO 1 I=1,NPG
TEMP=BETA(I)/(WC+LAM(I))**2
SUM1=SUM1-TEPP*W0*W0
SUM2=SUM2+TENP*LAM(I)
W=SUMl/SUM2
RETURN
END
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MAIN PROGRAM
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HC-Z)
CCOMMCN /PTKIN/MU,LAMEETA(6),ALFACI(6),1,TETAC,TETA(6),TAU(6),EL
LFADML(6)
/INTEG/KK
/ARRAY/2(
CCMMCN /CCNS1/D(
CCMMCN /VCH I I/V (
CCMMCN /CRIT/CRI
COMMCN /CELTA/CP
COMMCN /RCINP/X(
COIMMCN /PKP/ S(2
REAL*8 LAM(6),ML
LOGICAL RAMPLFL
CATA LITC/'SIEP'
CIMENSION FLLX(2
C
C READING CF IfPUT DATA
C NPTS<17,
C
,H, 1I
,NREG, K INT(1C)
2,2, 1CO ) ,C(2,100 ),F(2,
2,10),SIG(2,2,10),CHI(
2),CI-II(2,6) ,DX( 10)
TOL,CVERNIT, IREAD
(2,2 , 10) ,DSFN( 2, 10)
10) , C I-0(2), KPRINT(16)
,100 ) ,Bl1(2,2,100)
(6)
Ux
/, LIIl/'RAMP'/
,100) ,ADJ(2,100) ,VI(2)
10C),P(100) ,PREC(6,100)
2),SFN(2,10)
,NFTS, IPUNCH
,DSA(2,10) ,IBCHI(2)
II<7, KK<l01, NREG<11, NUMBER OF MESH INTERVALS/REGION
C,
C
> 1
ic CALL INPLT
INITIAL CRITICALITY CALCULATICNS & PREPARATION OF EASIC CONSTANTS
CC 13 N=1,NREG
CX(N)=X(N)/KINT(N)
IF(N.GT.1) K INT(N)=K If\T(N)+K
CC 13 J=1,2
C(JN)=D( J, N)/DX(N)
SIG(J,J,N)=S IG(J,J,N)CX(N)
JC=3-J
SIG( J,JC , N) =SIG (J,JC ,tN)*DX(N
13 SFN( J, N) =SFN (J, N)*CX 0')
1K=K INT( NREG )-1
CHI(1)=0.0
INT( N-1)
)
1(6) ,CA
COMMON
COMMON
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C
C
C
CHI (2)=0.C
CALL PREP
CO 11 J=1,2
CHI(J)=ChIO(J)
EO 11 I=1,I I
11 CHI(J)=CHI(J)+BETA(I 4(CH
0IF(IREAD.EQ.1) READ(5,14)
1=1,KK)
14 FORMAT(1P402C.13)
LFLUX=.TRUE.
CALL CRITIC( FLUX,EIGF ,LFL
WRITE(6,17) EIGFNIT,(FLU
17 OFORMAT('1FLUX EIGENVALUE=
X'/(6017.7))
WRITE(6,18) (FLUX(2, 1<),K=
18 FORMAT(/(1P6E17.7))
LFLUX=.FALSE.
CALL CRITIC(ACJEIGALFLU
WRITE(6,20) EIGANIT,(ACJ
2C CFORMAT(//'OACJOINT EICENV
1T FOP INITIAL STATE'/(601
WRITE(6,18) (ACJ(2,K),K=1
OIF(IPUNCH.EQ.1) WRITE(7,1
1, K=1,KK)
EIGI=2.0/(EICF+EIGA)
CC 15 N=1,NREG
CC 15 J=1,2
1 SFN(J,N)=SFN(JN)*EIC1
II( J,i)-CHIO(J))
(FLUX(1,K),FLUX(2,K),ADJ(1,K),ADJ(2,K),
UX)
X(1,9K)1,=1,KK)
',1PG16.9,I20,' ITERATIONS'/'OINITIAL FLU
1,KK)
X)
(1,K),K=1,KK)
ALUE=',1PG16.9,I20,'
7.7))
,KK)
4) (FLUX(1,K),FLUX(2
ITERATIONS*'IOACJOIN
,K),ACJ(1,K),ADJ(2,K)
C
C CALCULATICN CF INITIAL PRECURSCR CONCENTFATICN
C
CALL PREP
CO 21 K=IKK
P(K)=F(1,K)*FLUX(1,K)F(2,K)*FLUX(2,K)
CC 21 I=1,II
21 PREC(I,K)=BEIA(I)*P(K)/LAM(I)
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C
C TIME CALCULATIONS. PREPARATION FCR TIME ZCNE.
C
CWNRITE(8) ((SIG(J,1,N\iSIGlJ,2,N),SEN(JN),N=1,NREG),CHI(J),J=1,2),
1((FLUX(J,K),F(J,K),B(J,1,K),B(J,2,K),J=1,2),(PREC(I,K),1=1,II),P(K
2),K=1,KK)
5 REA(5,1) NTZ
WRITE(6,6)
6 FCRMAT('l')
CO 2 L=1,NTZ
READ(5,1)IRAPtP,TZ,(CSA(1,J),DSA(2,J),DSFN(1,J),DSFN(2,J),J=1,NREG)
1 FORMAT(15,D1C.0/(4DIC.0))
RAMP=IRAMP.EC.1
LIT=LITO
IF(RAMP) LIT=LITI
WmRITE(8) RAMPTZ,(DS(i1,J),DSA(2,J),DSFN(1,J),DSFN(2,J),J=1,NREG)
2 CWRITE(6,22) LTZ,LIT,(J,DSA(1,J),DSA(2,J),DSFN(1,J),DSFN(2,J),J=i,
INREG)
22 OFCRMAT('OTIME ZCNE',3I,'; UP TO T=',FIl.6,' SECONDS',10A4,' PER
1TURBATION'/'CREGION',iX,'DSAI',11X,'DSA2',1OX,'DSFN1',10X,'DSFN2'/
2(15, 1P4D15.4))
REWIND 8
READ (8)
119 TIME=0.0
%RITE(6,7)
7 FORMAT('ASTARTING CALCULATION OF THE TRANSIENT')
CO 100 L=1,NTZ
READ(5,4) Ht-PRINTNT1
4 FDRMAT(2D10.C,I10)
WRITE(6,24) L,h,NT1
24 FORMAT('C*** TIME ZONE',15,': H=',1PD1.4,IIC,' THETAS=1 ****/10)
PEAC(8) RAMPTZ,(DSA(1,J),DSA(2,J),DSFN(1,J),CSFN(2,J),J=1,NREG)
NSTEP=(TZ-TIPE)/H+0 .1
NPRINT=HPRINT/H+0.1
C0 23 N=1,NREG
IEMP=DX(N)
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IF(RAMP) TEMF=TEMP*H
CO 23 J=1,2
CSA(J,N)=CSA(J,N)*TERF
CSFN(JN)=DSFN(JN)*TEMP
JC=3-J
IF(RAMP) GO TO 19
SIG( JJN )=SIG( J,J, N +CSA(J, N)
SFN(J,N) =SFN(J, N)+DSFN(J ,N)
CSEN(J,N)=0 .C
CB(J,J,N)=O.C
EB(JJC,N)=O.0
GO TC 23
19 EB(J,J,N)=CHI(J)*DSFN (JN)-DSA(J,N)
CB(J,JC,N)=CFI(J)*DSFN(JC,N)
23 CONTINUE
CALCULATICN CF TAU(I) ANC P(K).
CO 12 1=1,11
TEPP=H*LAlJ(I)
EHL(I)=DEXP(-TEMP)
12 TAU(I)=(1.0-EFL(I))/TEMP
IF(RAMP) GO TC 124
CALL PREP
CO 123 K=1,KK
123 P(K)=F(1,K)*FLLX(1,K)4F(2,K)*FLUX(2,K)
TIME STEP CALCULATICNS.
124 CO 100 N=1,NSTEP
CALL PQP(ADJ,FLUX)
CALL THETA(RAMPNT1,N)
CALL SCURCE
PARTIAL PRECLRSCR CALCULATION
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
ECHI(1)=0.0
ECH 1(2 )=0.0
DO 128 I=1,11
CO 29 J=1,2
29 ECHI(J)=BCHI(J)+BETA(I)*TETA(I)/TETAO*CHII(JI)
TEMP=H*BETA(I)*(TAU(I)-TETA(I))
00 128 K=1,KK
128 PREC(I,K)=Ef-L(I)*PREC(I,K)+TEJP*F(K)
C ~
PREPARING MAIRICES FCF
IF(.NiOT.RAMP) GO TO 2i
CO 129 M=1,NFEG
CO 129 J=1,2
SIG(JJ, IM)=SIG(J,J,iv)+
129 SFN(J,M)=SFN(JM)+DSF
CALL PREP
27 TEMP=1.0/(H*TETAO)
VI(2)=TEMF/V(1)
VI(2)=TEMP/V(2)
INVERT
DSA(J,M)
(JM)
t=1
CO 26 K= 1,KK
TEMP=DX(M )
IF(K.NE.KINT(M)) GO IC 126
tj=M+1
TEMP=0.5*(DX (M)+TEMP)
126 CC 26 J=1,2
JC=3-J
El(J,J,K)=B(J,J,K)-VI(J)*TEMP-BC-I(J
26 BI(JJCK)=B(J,JCK)-ECHI (J)*F(JCK)
CALL INVERT(El,C,FLU),S)
CO 127 K=1,K(
127 P(K)=F(1,K)*FLUX(1,K )+F(2,K)*FLUX(2,
CC 125 1=1,11
TEMP=H*BETA( I)*TETA( I)
CO 125 K=1,KK
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)*F(J,K)
K)
C
C,
125 PREC(I,K)=PREC(I,K)+1EMP*P(K)
C
C PRINTING CF CALCULATEE VALUES
C
TIME=T IME+H
IF( MCD(N,fNPR INT).NE.C
WRITE(6,28) TIME,(KPR
28 CFORMAT( 'OT=' ,1PIll.4,
1'0(K)',8X,'G=1' ,13X, I
WRITE(6,16)
16 FORMAT('C')
ICO CONTINUE
REWIND 8
READ(5,3,END=25) INDE
3 FORMAT(Il)
IF(INDEX.EQ .2) GO TO
CFEAD (8) ( (SI( J,1,N) ,
1((FLUX(JK) , F (JK),BI
2),K=1,KK)
IF(INDEX.EQ.1) GO TO
GO TC 119
25 STOP
END
) GC TO 100
INT(I),(FLUX(JKPRINT(I
' SECONDS (FLUX VALUES
G=2' /( 13,1X ,2D16.6) )
) ),J=1,2), I=1,NPTS)
AT SELECTED POINTS) '/
10-
SIG(J,2 , ( J, NN) ) ,N=),NREC ( ),=1,) , (K
J,1,vK),B(J, 42,K) ,J=1,2), (PREC (IK),I=l1 I),P(K
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MAIN0192
MAIN0193
MAIN0194
MAIN0195
MAIN0196
MAIN0197
MAIN0198
MAINC199
MAINO200
MAINO201
MAINO202
MAIN0203
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SUBRCUTINE INPUT
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-FC-Z)
CCCMMCN /PTKI t/MULAM,EETA(6),ALFA,CI(6),T,TETAO,TETA(6),TAU(6),EFL
1(6)vALFA,DML(6),H, II
CCMMCN /INTEG/KK,NFEGKINT(10)
COMMCN /CCNSI/0(2,10),SIG(2,2,10),CHI(2),SFN(2,10)
CCMMON /VCHII/V(2),C-)I(2,6),DX(10)
CCMt'CN /CRIT/CRITOLC ER,NIT,IREAD
CCMMCN /RDINP/X(10),CFI0(2),KPRINT(16),NFTSIPUNCi
REAL*8 LAM(6),MU(6)
READ(5,1) NREG,NPTSII,IREADIPUNCHKPRIAT
FORMAT(5I5/lfI5)
REAC(5,2) CRITCLOVEPf
READ(5,2) VCHIC
REAC(5,2) BETA
REAC(5,2) LAP
REAC(5,2) (Ct-II(1,i
REAC(5,2) (CHII(2,1
2 FORMAT(8C10.C)
OREAD(5,3) (D(1,J),D
1 J),SFN(1,J),SFN(2,
3 FORMAT(8C10.C/D10.0
WRITE(6,4) CRITCL,O
4 CFORMAT('lINPLT CATA
IARAMETER=',0FF5.3)
WRITE(6,5) VCHIO,(
5 CFORMAT('OV(G)= ',
1 5)
VWRITE(6,6) (LAM(I),
6 FORMAT('OLAM(I)= ',
MIRITE(6,7) (C-11(1,
7 FORMAT('0CHI(G,I),
WRITE(6,8) (CHII(2,
8 FOPMAT(' G=2',5X,1P
OWRITE(6,9) (JJX(J),
1(2,J),SIG(2,1,J),SI
) ,1=1,II)
),)=1,II)
(2 ,J),SIG(1,1 ,J
J),X(J),KINT(J)
,IE)
VEF
/ 'OCRITICALITY
BETA(I),I=1,II)
),SIG(1,2,J),SIG(2,1,J),SIG(2,2,
J=1,NREG)
ERROR=',lPC8.2,5X,'RELAXATION P
1f2C15.5,7X,'CHIO(G)=',2D15.5/'CBETA(I)=',6D15.
1=1,1I)
1FtD15.5)
I),I=1,II)
I=l TO II'/'
I)11=1,11I)
6EI5.5)
K0IT(J),D(1,
G(2,2,J), SFN
G=1',5X, IP6D15.5)
J),SIG( 1, 1,J) ,SIG(
(2,J), J=1,NREG)
1,2,J),SFN( I,J),D
INPU0001
INPU0002
INPU0003
INPU0004
INPU0005
INPU0006
INPU0007
INPUOOC8
INPU0009
INPU0010
INPU0011
INPU0012
INPU0013
INPU0014
INPU0015
INPU0016
INPU0017
INPU0018
INPU0019
INPU0020
INPU0021
INPU0022
INPU0023
INPU0024
INPU0025
INPU0026
INPUOO27
INPU0028
INPU0029
INPU0030
INPU0031
INPU0032
INPU0033
INPU0034
INPU0035
INPU0036
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9 CFORMAT(//4X,'REGION',13,OX,'WIDTH=',OPF12.5,l2,' MESH
1/' O',6X,'D(GP),16X, ' SIG(GG'') l,13X,'NU*SIGF(G)'/lP4D15.
RETURN
END
INTERVALS'
5/4D15.5)
INPU0037
INPU0038
INPU0039
INPU0040
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SUBRCUTINE PPEP
IMPLICIT RE AL*E (A-HC-Z)
COMMCN /INTEC/KKNREC6,KINT(10
CCMMCN /ARR AY/ (2,2,1CO) ,C(2,
CCMMON /CONST/D(2,10),SIG(2,2
CIMEISIGN BT(2,2,10)
CO 1 N=I,NREG
CO 1 J=1,2
BT (J ,J,N) =C H I( J) *SFN (%J,N )-S IG
JC=3-J
ET(J,JC,N)=CfI(J)*SFN (JCN)-S
N=1
CO 4 K=1,KK
IF(K.EQ.KINT (N)) GO TC 2
C3 3 J=i,2
C(J,i<)=C(J,N)
F( J, K) =SFN( J ,N)
E(J,J,K)=BT(J,J,N)
JC=3-J
3 E( J ,JC,K )=BT (J, JC ,N)
CO TC 4
2 NMl=
A=N+l1
CO 5 J=1,2
C(J,K)=D(J,N)
F(J,K)=0. 5*(SFN(J,NM
E(J,J,K)=0.54(BT(J,J
%JC=3-J
E(J,JCK)=0 .5*(BT(J,
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
100),F(2,10C),P (100),PREC(6,100)
,10),CHI(2) ,SFN(2,10)
(J, JN)-2.0*C(J,N)
IG(J,JCN)
PREPOOCI
PREP0002
PREP0003
PREP0004
PREP0005
PREP0006
PREP0007
PREP0008
PREPOOC9
PREP0010
PREP00ll
PREP0012
PREP0013
PREP0014
PREPOO15
PREP0016
PREP0017
PREP0018
PREP0019
PREP0020
PREP0021
PREP0022
PREP0023
PREP0024
PREP0025
PR EP0026
PREP0027
PREP0028
PREP0029
PREP0030
PREP0031
PREP0032
1 )+SFN( J ,N) )
,NM1)+BT(J,J,N))
JC,NM1)+BT(JJC,N))
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5
4
SUBROUTINE CRITIC(FLL>,EIG,LFLUX)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-I-,C-Z)
COMMON /INTEG/KKNREG,KINT(10)
CCMMCN /ARRAY/E(2,2, ICO),C(2,100),F(2,
COMPCN /CCNSI/D(2,10I,SIG(2,2,10),CHI(
CCMMON /CRIT/CRITOL,CVERNITIREAD
CIMENSION FLUX(2,KK) ,S(2,100),FLUX0(2,
OEQUIVALENCE (S(1),PREC(i)),(FLUX0(1),P
1))
LOGICAL LFLUX
IF(LFLUX) GO TO 9
CO 4 K=lKK
TEMP=B(1 ,2,K)K
E(1,2,K)=B(2,1,K)
4 E(2,1,K)=TEVF
93 NIT=C
EIGC=0.0
IF(IREAC.EQ.1) GO TO 15
CO 8 K=1,KK
CO 8 J=1,2
8 FLUX(JK)=l.C
15 CO 16 K=1,KK
CC 16 J=1,2
16 FLUX1(JK)=FLUX(J,K)
iC TEMP=0.0
CO 11 I=1,KK
CC 11 J=1,2
11 TEMP=TEMP+FLLX(JK)*42
TEMP=DSQRT(1.00/TEMP)
CO 12 K=1,KK
EC 12 J=1,2
FLUX(J,K)=FLLX(J,K)*IEMP
12 FLUXC(JK)=FLUX(JK)
CO 1 K=1,KK
IF(LFLUX) GO TO 2
TEMP=CHI(1)*FLUX(1,K)4CHI(2)*FLUX(2,K)
10C),P(100),PREC(6,100)
2),SFN(2,10)
10C),FLUXI(2,100)
REC(201)),(FLUX1(1),PRE C(4C1
CRIT0001
CRITO002
CRIT0003
CRIT0004
CRIT0005
CRIT0006
CRIT0007
CRIT0008
CRIT0009
CRITO010
CRITO011
CRIT0012
CRITO013
CRIT0014
CRIT0015
CRIT0016
CRITO017
CRIT0018
CRITO019
CRITO020
CRITO021
CRIT0022
CRIT0023
CRITO024
CRITO025
CRIT0026
CRIT0027
CRIT0028
CRITO029
CRITO030
CRITO031
CRIT0032
CRITO033
CRIT0034
CRIT00 35
CRITO036
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CO 7 J=i,2
7 S(J,K)=-TEMP*F(JK)
GO TC 1
2 TEMP=F(1,K)*FLLX(1,Ka)4F(2,K)*FLUX(2,K)
CO 13 J=1L,2
13 S(J,K)=-TEMP*CHI(J)
1 CONTINUE
CALL INVERT (B,C,FLUX,S)
NIT=NI T+1
EIG=C.0
CO 3 K=1,KK
CO 3 J=1,2
3 EIG=EIG+FLUX(JK)**2
EIG=CSQRT(EIG)
TEMP=1.0/EIG
CO 6 K=1,(K
CO 6 J=L,2
FLUX (J,K )=FLLX( J,K) *TEMP
CFLUX=FLLX(J ,K)-FLUXC(JK)
6 FLUX(JK)=FLLXO(JK)+CVER*DFLUX
IF(MCD(NIT,1C).NE.0) CC TO 10
IF(DABS(EIG-EIGO)/EIG.LT.CRITOL) GO TO
EIGO=EIG
GO TC 10
14 TEMP=0.0
CO 5 K=1,KK
CC 5 J=1,2
5 TEMP=0MAX1(TEMP,DABS(FLUX(J,K)-FLUX1(J
IF(TEMP.GE.CRITOL) GE TO 15
INDEX=DSIGN(1.00,FLLU(1,KK/2))
IF(INDEX.EQ.1) RETURN\
CO 17 K=1,KK
CO 17 J=1,2
17 FLUX(J,K)=-FLUX(J,K)
RETURN
END
CRIT003?
CRIT0038
CRIT0039
CRIT0040
CRIT0041
CRIT0042
CRIT0043
CRIT0044
CRIT0045
CRIT0046
CRITO047
CRIT0048
CRIT0049
CRIT0050
CRIT0051
CRITO052
CRITO053
CRITO054
CRIT0055
CRIT0056
CRIT0057
CRIT0058
CRIT0059
CRIT0060
CRIT0061
CRIT0062
CR1"T0063
CRIT0064
CRIT0065
CRIT0066
CRIT0067
CRIT0068
CRIT0069
CRITO070
CRIT0071
CRIT0072
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14
,K))/FLUX(JK))
SUBRCUTIKE INVERT(B,C,V,S)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HC-Z)
COMMCN /INTEG/KKNRE( ,KINT(10)
CCIMENSION B(2,2,KK) ,C(2,KK),V(2,KK),S(2,<K),G(2,2,1i00),H(2,2),HI(2
1,2),4(2,1CO)
CO 7 K=1,KK
IF(K.NE.1) GC 10 2
CO 1 I=1,2
EC 1 J=1,2
1 F(I,J)=B(I,J,K)
GO TC 4
2 KM1=K-1
CO 3 I=1,2
CO 13 J=1,2
13 H(I,J)=B( I,J,K)-C(1,KI"1)*G(I ,J,KIN1)
3 S(IK)=S( I,K)-C(I,KMI)*W(IKM1)
4 TE MP=1.0 (H (1,1)*H (2 ,2)-H(2, 1)*H (1,2))
HI(1,1)=H(2,2)*TEMP
HI ( 2,2 )=F- (1, 1)*T EMP
HI (2,1)=-H ( 2,1)*TEMP
FI-(1,2)=-H( 1,2)*TEMP
IF(K.EQ.KK) GO TO 6
CO 5 I=1,2
CO 5 J=1,2
5 G(IJ,K)=H-I(IJ)*C(J,<)
6 CO 7 1=1,2
7 W(IK)=HI(I,1)*S(1,K)4HI(I,2)*S(2,K)
V(1,KK)=iW(1,iKK)
V (2,v KK )=W (2, KK )
NM1=KK-1
CO 8 K=1,KM1
KI=KK-K
KPl=KI+1
CO 8 I=1,2
8 V( I,KI)=W(IKI )-G(I, 1,KI)*V( 1,KP1)-G(I,2,KI)*V(2,KP1)
RE T URN
INVE0001
INVE0002
INVE0003
INVECOC4
INVE0005
INVE0006
INVE0007
INVE0008
INVE00C9
INVE0010
INVE0011
INVE0012
INVE0013
INVE0014
INVE0015
INVE0016
INVE0017
INVE0018
I NVE0019
INVE0020
INVE0021
INVE0022
INVE0023
INVE0024
INVE0025
INVE0026
INVE0027
INVE0028
INVE0029
INVE0030
INVE0031
INVE0032
INVE0033
INVE0034
INVE0035
INVE0036
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C0u
0
zLU
II
SUBPCUTINE PCP(WFLUX)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-I-H,C-Z)
OCCMMON /PTKIN/MULAMEETA(6),ALFACI(6),T,TETAOTETA(6),TAU(6),E-L
1(6),CALFA,DML(6),H,II
COMMCN /INTEG/KK,NRE(,KINT(10)
CCMMCN /ARRAY/E(2,2,1CO),C(2,100),F(2,1OC),P(100),FREC(6,100)
COMMCN /PKP/Vl(2,1OC),V2(2,6,100),V3(2,10C),V4(2,6,100)
CCMMCN /VCHII/V(2),Cil-I(2,6),DX(10)
CCMMCN /DELTA/CE(2,2,10),DSFN(2,10)
REAL*8 LAP(6),MU(6)
CIMENSION W(2,KK),FLL)(2,KK),DBF(2)
N=1
l=c.c
ALFA=0.0
CALFA=O.C
CO e I=1,11
CI(I)=Q.O
ptJ( I )=O. C
8 CMU(I)=0.O
CO 3 K=1,KK
IEMP=DX(N)
CO 1C J=1,2
iC CBF(J)=DB(J,1,N)*FLUx (1,K)+E(J,2,N)*FLUX(2,K)
CP=CSFN(1,N)*FLUX(IQ)+DSFN(2,N)*FLUX(2,)
IF(K.NE.KINT(N)) GO TC 4
A=N+1
TEMP=0.5*(DX(N)+TEMPI)
CC 9 J=1,2
9 CBF(J)=0.5*(CBF(J)+DE(.J,1,N)*FLUX(1,K)+DE(J,2,N)*FLUX(2,K))
CP=0.5*(CP+DSFN(1,N)#FLUX(1,K)+DSFN(2,N)*FLUX(2,K))
4 CC 3 J=1,2
Vl(J,K)=TEMP*FLLX(J,)/V(J)
V3(J,K)=B(J,1,K)*FLU2(1,K)+B(J,2,K)*FLUX(2,K)
IF(K.NE.KK) V3(JK)=V3(JK)+C(J, t)*FLUX(JK+1)
IF(K.NE.1) V3(JK)=V3(JK)+C(JK-1)*FLUX(JK-1)
T=T+i(J,K)*Vl(JK)
PQP00001
PQPOOO02
PQP00003
PQP00004
PQPOOC5
PQP00006
PQP00007
PQPOOO08
PQPOOO09
PQP00010
PQP00011
PQP00012
PQP00013
PQP00014
PQPOOO15
PQP00016
PQP00017
PQPOOO18
PQPOOO19
PQP00020
PQP00021
PQP00022
PQP00023
PQP00024
PQP00025
PQP00026
PQP00027
PQP00028
PQP00029
PQP00030
PQPooo3
PQP00032
PQP00033
PQP00034
PQP00035
PQP00036
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ALFA=ALFA+W
CALFA=DALFA
IfDP=if(J,K)*
CC 3 1=1,11
V2(J,I ,K)=C
V4(J,I ,K)=C
CI(I)=CI(I)
MU(I)=MU(I)
3 DMU(I)=DMU(
(J,K)*V3(J,K)
+W(J,K)*DEF(J)
DF
HII(J,i1)*FFEC(iK)
HII(J,I )*F (K)
+W(JK)*V2(JIK)
+6(J,K)*V4(J,IK)
I )+WDP*CHIIIJ,I)
ALFA=ALFA/T
CALFA=DALFA/1
CO 7 1=1,II
TEMP=BETA (I )/T
MU( I )=MU( I)*IEMP
CMU( I)=DMU( I )*TEMP
ALFA=ALFA-MU (I)
7 CALFA=DALFA-EMU(I)
PETURN
END
PQP0003T
PQP00038
PQP00039
PQP00040
PQP00041
PQP00042
PQP00043
PQP00044
PQP00045
PQP00046
PQP00047
PQP00048
PQP00049
PQP00050
PQP00051
PQP00052
PQP00053
PQP00054
PQP00055
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C
C
C
SUBROUTINE TFETA(RAMF,NT1,N)
THIS SUBROUTINE IS TC BE USED WITH METHOC I CNLY
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-I,C-Z)
CCCMMCN /PTKIN/MULAMEETA(6),ALFACI(6),TTETATETA(6),TAU(6),E-L
1(6),CALFADML(6),H,II
CIVENSION OC(6),CCl(6)
REAL*8 LAM(6),MU(6)
LOGICAL RAMP
IF(RAMP) GO TO 7
IF(NT1.GE.0) GO TO 3
IF(N.LT.-NT1) GO TO 8
GO TC 7
3 IF(N.LE.NTI) GO TO 8
CALL PCINTK(f-,CNDN1,CC,CCl)
TETAC=DN1/DN
C0 1 I=1,11
1 TETA(I)=DCl(I)/DC()
WRITE(6,12) TETAO, (TEIA(I),I=1,I I)
12 FORMAT(' THEIAS=',7F12.6)
IF(TETAO.LT.C.1) GO TC 7
IF(TETAO.GT.1.0) GO IC 8
CC TC 10
7 TETAC=O.5
C- TC 9
8 TETAC=1.C
9 co 11 1=1,11
11 TETA(I)=0.5
IC co 12 1=1,11
TEMP=H*LAM(I)
TAU(I)=1.0/(1.0+TEMP4IETA(I))
TETA(I)=TETAC*TAU(I)
13 EHL(I)=1.0-TEMP*TAU(IJ
RETURN
END
THET0001
THET0002
THET0003
THET0004
THET0005
THET0006
THET0007
THETOOC8
THET0009
THET0010
THETO011
THET0012
THET0013
THET0014
THET0015
THET0016
THET0017
THET0018
THET0019
THET0020
THET0021
THET0022
THET0023
THET0024
THET0025
THET0026
THET0027
THET0028
THET0029
THET0030
THET0031
THET0032
THET0033
THET0034
THET0035
THET0036
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SUBRCUTINE TFETA(RAldF,1NT1,N)
C
C
C
CO 1 1=1
1 TETA(I)=
WRITE( 6,
12 FORMAT('
IF(TETAO
IF(TETAO
, I
((C 1(1 )-TETA (1
12) TETA0,(TEI
THEIAS=' ,7F12
.LT.C.1) GO IC
.GT.1.0) GO 7C
RETUPN
7 TETAC=0.5
CO 9 1=1,11
9 TETA(I)=(1.0-TAU(
RETURN
8 TETAC=1.0
CO 11 I=1,11I
11 TETA(I)=TAU()
RETURN
END
THIS SUBRCUTINE IS TC
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HC
CCCMMCN /PTKI/MUlLAM,E
1(6),CALFADML(6),H,II
CIMESION CI1(6),EHLI(
REAL*8 LAM(6),MU(6)
LOGICAL RAMP
IF(RAMP) GO TO 7
IF(NTI.GE.0) GO TO 3
IF(N.LT.-NT1) GO TO E
CC TC 7
IF(N.LE.NTI) GO TO 8
T0=T
CO 2 1=1,II
2 TETA(I)=EFL(I)*CI(I)
CALL PCINTK(FCN,DN1)
TETAC=CN1/DN
I))/ H*LAM( I))
BE USED WITH METHOC 2 CNLY
-Z)
ETA(6),ALFACI(6),T,TETACTEIA(6),TAU(6),EhL
6)
))/(H*MU(I))-TAU(I)*TO)/CN
A(I),I=lII)
.6)
7
8
THETOOCI
THET0002
THET0003
THET0004
THET0005
THETOO6
THET0007
THET0008
THET0009
THET0010
THET00ll
THET0012
THET0013
THET0014
THET0015
THET0016
THET0017
THET0018
THET0019
THET0020
THET0021
THET0022
THET0023
THET0024
THET0025
THET0026
THET0027
THET0028
THET0029
THET0030
THET0031
THET0032
THET0033
THET0034
THET0035
THET0036
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SUBROUTINE PCINTK(H1,CNtCNl, DCDCl)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS TC BE USED WITH METHOD 1 CNLY
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-1-,C-Z)
CCOMMCN /PTKIN/MLLAMEETA(6),ALFACI(6),T,TETAO,TETA(6),TAU(6),E-L
1(6) ,CALFA,DML(6),H,II
CIMENSION HWS(2),IND(2),W(2),WS(2),A(6),E(6),CC(6),CCI(6)
REAL*8 LAM(6),MU(6)
WS(1)=O.C5
I-WS(2)=DMIN1(-2.DO,-1.200*H1*LAM(II))
P=ALFA
CC IC 1=1,11
IC R=R+'U(.I )
CO 2 N=1,2
IEMP=1.0
WS (N)=HWS (N) /Hl
CO 1 1=1,11
I TEMP=TEMP+MU(I)/(WS(N)+LAM(I))
TEMP=WS ( N )*TEMP
IND(N)=0
2 IF(TEMP.LT.R .AND.N.EC.1.OR.TEMP.CT.R.AND.N.EQ.2) IND(N)=l
ETA=2.0/FHI
TEMP=T
G=1.C-R/ETA
Cc 3 I=1,II
TEMP l=ETA+LAMv( I)
A(I)=MU( I)/TEMP1
BI=LAM(I )/TEI#P
C( I )=ETA/TEMF1
G=G+A(I)
3 TEMP=TEMP+BI*CI (I)
C=TEMP/G
TEMP2=G
TEMPI=ALFA*TEMP2
CO 4 1=1,1I
POIN0001
POIN0002
PCIN0003
POIN0004
POIN0005
PGIN0006
POIN0007
POIN00C8
POINOCC9
POIN0010
POIN0011
POIN0012
POIN0013
POIN0014
POIN0015
POIN0016
PCIN0017
POINOO18
POINOO19
POIN0020
POINC021
POIN0022
POIN0023
POIN0024
POIN0025
POIN0026
POIN0027
PCIN0028
POIN0029
PCIN0030
POIN0031
POI N0032
PCIN0033
POIN0034
POIN0035
PCIN0036
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N I )=G*A(I )+C( I )*CI (I)
TEMP=LAM( I) *C( I)
A(I)=MU( I)*TEMP2-TEVF
4 TEMP1=TEMP1+TEMP
EN=Hi*TEMF1
CN1=C.5*DN
TEMP2=TEMP2+EN1
CC 14 1=1,11
CC(I)=HI*A( I)
EC1(I)=0.5*CC( I)
14 C(I)=D(I)+DC1(I)
CO 5 N=1,2
IF(IND(N).EC.0) GO TC 5
TEMP=T
G=1.C
CALL RCOT(W(N),WS(N))
CO 6 I=1,II
TEMP1=LAM(I )4W(N)
A( I )=MU( I )/TEMP1
BI=LAM( I )/TEIvP1
TEMP=TEMP+BI*CI(I)
6 C=G+A(I)*EI
FW=H1*W(N)
EXPCN=0.0
IF(HW.GT.-20.C) EXPCN=DEXP(Hh)
G=TEMP*(EXPOA-(2.0+H W /(2.0-HW))/G
TEMP2=TEMP2+G
CN=DN+G
CN1=CN1+G/HW
CDO 7 1=1,11
TEMP=G*A(I)
C(I)=D(I)+TEP
CC(I)=DC(I)+IEMP
7 ECl(I)=DC1(I)+TEMP/Hk
5 CONTINUE
T=TEMP2
POIN0037
POIN0038
POIN0039
POIN0040
POIN0041
POIN0042
PCIN0043
PCIN0044
POIN0045
POIN0046
POIN0047
POIN0048
PCIN0049
POIN0050
POIN0051
POIN0052
POIN0053
PCIN0054
POIN0055
POIN0056
P&IN0057
POIN0058
PCIN0059
POIN0060
POIN0061
POIN0062
POIN0063
POIN0064
POIN0065
POIN0066
POIN0067
POIN0068
PCIN0069
POIN0070
POIN0071
POIN0072
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CO 8 I=1,III
8 CI(I)=D(I)
RETUPN
END
POIN0073
POIN0074
POIN0075
POIN0076
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SUBRCUTINE PCINTK(HI,[N,CN1)
THIS SUBROUTINE IS TC BE USED WITH METHOC 2 ONLY
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,
GCCMMCN /PTKIN/P'U,LAN,
1(6),DALFADML(6),H, I
CIMENSION HW.(2),IND(
REAL*8 LAM(6),MU(6)
I-WS( 1)=0.C5
H WS( 2 )=DM IN1 (-2 .CO,-1
R=ALFA
CO 10 I=1,II
10 R=R+P4U(I)
CO 2 N=1,2
TEMP=1.0
MS(N)=HWS(N) /H1
£9 1 1=1,II
1 TEMP=TEMP+MU(I)/(WS(N
TEMP=WS(N)*TEMP
IND(N)=0
2 IF(TEMP.LT.R.AND.N.EC
ETA=2.0/HI
TEMP=T
G=1.C-R/ETA
Co 3 I=1,II
TEMP1=ETA+L A?("I)
A( I )=MU( I )/TEMP1
BI=LAM( I )/TEMP1
C(I)=ETA/TEMf1
G=G+A( I)
3 TEMP=TEMF+BI*4CI(I)
G=TEPP/G
TEMP2=G
TEMP1=ALFA*TEMP2
CO 4 1=1,11
C-Z)
EETA(6) ,ALFA,CI (6 ), TTETAC,TETA(6), TAU( 6) ,E-L
2),W(2),WS(2),A(6),C(6)
.200*H1*LAM (I I))
)+LAM(I))
.1.0R.TEMP. C-T.R AND .N.EQ.2) IND(N) =1
C
C
C
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C(I)=G*A(I)+C(I)*CI(I)
IEMP=LAM (I)*C(I)
A( I )=MU( I )*TEMP2-TEMF
4 TEMP1=TEFl+TEMP
CN=HI*TEMFI
CN1=C.5*CN
tH=C.5*H1
TEMP2=TEMP2+FH*TEMP I
CO 14 1=1,11
14 C(I)=D(I)+HH*A(I)
CO 5 N=1,2
IF(IND(N).EQ.0) GO TC 5
TEMP=T
G=1.C
CALL RGOT(W(M),WS(N))
0 6 1=1,11
TEMPI=LAM(I )+W(N)
A( I )=MU( I )/TEMP1
EI=LAM(I)/TEPP1
TEMP=TEMF+81*CI (I)
6 G=G+A(I)*BI
FW=H1*W(N)
EXPC=0.0
IF(HW.GT.-20.C) EXPON=DEXP(HW)
G=TEIMP*( EXPOA-(2.0+Hlk)/(2,0-HW) )/G,
TEMP2=TEMP2+C
CN=CN+G
CN1=CN1+G/HW
DO 7 1=1,11
7 C(I)=D(I)+G*A(I)
5 CONTINUE
T=TEMP2
Co 8 1=1,II
8 CI(I)=D(I)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE RCOT(WWS)
C
C FOR USE IN SFACE-DEPEADENT KINETICS PROGPAM
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-fH,C-Z)
REAL*8 LAM(6),MU(6)
OCOMMCN /PTKIN/MULAMEETA(6),ALFACI(6),T,TETA0,TETA(6),TAU(6),EHL
1(6),CALFA,0ML(6),H,II
IF(WS.GTC.0) W=DMAXI(ALFAWS)
IF(WS.LT.C.0) W=DMIN1(ALFA,WS)
SUM1=ALFA
SUM2=1.0
£O 1 1=1,11
TEMP1=W+LAM( I)
TEMP=LAM(I)*VU(I)/TEPFl**2
SUM1=SUM1+(TEMP1+W)*TEMP
1 SUM2=SUM2+TEPP
k=SUm'1/SUM2
IF((W-WO)/W.CT.1.D-5) GO TO 2
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SCURCE
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HC-Z)
CCCMMCN /PTKI1/?U,LAMEETA(6),ALFACI(6),T,TETAOTETA(6),TAU(6),E-L
1(6),CALFADML(6),H,i 1
CCMMCN /INTEC/KKNRECKINT(10)
COMMCN /PKP/Vl(2,100) ,V2(2,6,1O0),V3(2,1C0),V4(2,6,100)
CIMENSION S(2,100 ),CCEF2(6),COEF4(6)
EQUIVALENCE (S(1),Vl(1))
REAL*8 LAM(6),ML(6)
TETAI=1.C/TEIAC
COEF1=TETAI/1-
COEF3=TETAI-1.0
CO 2 1=1,11
COEF2(I)=TETAI*LAM(I)*TAU(I)
2 COEF4(I)=TETAI*BETA(I)*(TETA(I)-TAU(I))
CO 1 K=1,IKK
CO 1 J=1,2
S2=0.0
54=0.0
CO 3 1=1,II
S2=S2+COEF2(I)*V2(J, 1,K)
3 54=S4+COEF4(I)*V4(J,IK)
1 S(JK)=-COEF1*Vl(J,K )-S2-COEF3*V3(JK)-S4
RETURN
END
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